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Introduction 
 

The corrosion resistance of metals is an important issue in many industrial fields. This leads 
to high economic losses, so adequate protection against corrosion is important in many 
applications. Therefore, coatings are the most important technology for protection against 
corrosion of metal surfaces. 

In the last years, the field of coatings used to improve the corrosion resistance of the metal 
surface have gained more importance. Many researchers study the corrosion mechanism 
and the properties of traditional coatings. Also, due to environmental issues, new coatings 
are developed and analysed.  

The book contains a complex study in the field of materials science and chemistry on 
improving the corrosion resistance properties of metals. At the same time, it contains 
advanced notions about the development and characterization of several types of coatings 
such as organic and inorganic coatings, metallic coatings, pretreatments etc. 

Therefore, the book “Advanced Coatings for the Corrosion Protection of Metals” is 
relevant for fundamental and applied research in the field of materials engineering because 
it shows the importance of coatings for the corrosion protection of metallic surfaces 
describing the metal corrosion processes and presenting some methods for testing and 
assessing the corrosion behaviour of the metals. It also describes how to design and develop 
different types of coatings, the properties of coating materials and summarize the new 
developments in this field.  

The first chapter, “Metals corrosion”, presents introductory notions related to different 
types of corrosion processes, as well as about the passivation of metals. 

In the second chapter, “Methods for testing and assessing corrosion behaviour", are 
presented different methods used to determine the corrosion behaviour of metals, such as 
quantitative (direct) analysis and indirect analysis (optical and SEM microscopy, laser 
profilometry, time of flight diffraction, ellipsometry, linear polarization, cyclic 
polarization, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy etc.)  

The third chapter, "Methods of corrosion protection by depositing metallic protective 
layers", describes different types of metallic coatings, such as electrolytic coatings, spray 
metal coatings, diffusion coatings and cladding coatings.  

The fourth chapter, "Methods of corrosion protection by depositing inorganic and organic 
protective layers", contains information about the different methods to deposit inorganic 
layers on the metal surface such as phosphating, oxidation and enamelling. It also presents 
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information about organic protective layers deposited by painting or varnishing, as well as 
bituminous coatings.  

The last chapter, “Advanced methods for deposition of protective thin layers”, presents the 
different methods used to obtain thin layers with high properties. It also contains 
information about the anticorrosive thin layers, decorative thin layers, hard, lubricating and 
wear-resistant thin layers  
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Chapter 1 
 

Metals Corrosion 

1.1. Metal corrosion 

Corrosion is the spontaneous phenomenon of partial or total destruction of materials, 
especially metals, following chemical, electrochemical or biochemical reactions to the 
interaction with the environment [1]. The technical-economic aspect of corrosion results 
from the fact that approximately 15-18% of the amount of extracted and processed metal 
is degraded annually. 

Depending on the nature and structure of the metallic phase, the chemical composition of 
the corrosive environment and the conditions of the corrosion process, the reaction 
mechanism and the intensity of degradation of the metallic material are different [2].  

Many factors influence the corrosive environment, such as humidity, pH, oxygen 
concentration and accessibility, the presence of ions with a specific action, the 
concentration of the metal ion, the electroconductive properties of the environment, the 
presence of inhibitors etc. [3].  

From a thermodynamic point of view, the tendency of metals to corrode is characterized 
by the free enthalpy (G) of the process, its variation providing data on the possibility or 
impossibility of the corrosion process [4]. 

The most noticeable effects of corrosion are weight change, surface alteration and decrease 
in the mechanical properties of the material.  

The negative economic consequences are given by the cost of corrosion, which includes 
direct losses related to the replacement of parts and equipment and indirect losses related 
to the stagnation of production by stopping machinery and installations. Losses of corrosive 
metal materials account for 1/3 of world production, so researchers in the field are 
concerned with finding solutions either by developing materials with anticorrosive 
properties or by protecting existing materials with various methods of protection against 
corrosion (coatings). By preventing corrosion, it has been found that about 25% of annual 
corrosion-related expenses can be eliminated [5].  

The reduction of costs can be done either in the design phase of the equipment by choosing 
materials with high corrosion resistance properties or by using coatings that provide these 
properties to the material. 
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To reduce corrosion, anti-corrosion protection measures are taken by artificially creating 
kinetic obstacles in the way of the electrode process of the corrosion system by alloying or 
cathodic polarization of the installation. There is no universal method of corrosion 
protection. 

The choice of method is made in the design, depending on the properties of the corrosive 
environment, the type of construction, functional requirements and the working time of the 
machine. 

1.2. Corrosion processes classification 

In general, metals and metal alloys are subject to the effect of corrosion degradation, but 
degradation can also occur on plastics through physical or chemical ageing, as well as the 
degradation of ceramic materials (concrete and limestone). 

Corrosion of metallic materials is due to their thermodynamic instability in relation to their 
oxidized form [6], so it is a natural phenomenon by which metals tend to return to a more 
stable state, lower energy of oxides, chlorides, sulfates etc. The classification of corrosion 
processes is done according to certain criteria (Fig. 1.1). 

The criteria for classifying corrosion processes are as follows: 

a) according to the deployment mechanism: chemical corrosion [7], electrochemical 
corrosion [8] and biochemical corrosion [9]; 

b) according to the attack distribution: general corrosion (continuous) [10], when the 
entire surface was covered by the action of the corrosive environment and localized 
corrosion (discontinuous) [11] when corrosion occurs on certain parts of the material; 

c) according to the type of corrosive environment: wet corrosion and dry corrosion [12]; 

d) according to the character of the destruction in relation to the material structure: 
intercrystalline corrosion, transcrystalline corrosion and selective corrosion [13]; 

e) depending on the specific conditions or according to the place where it appears: 
atmospheric corrosion [14], underground corrosion [15]; aqueous corrosion (in water) 
[16], microbiological corrosion [17] and corrosion due to mechanical stress [18]. 

The classification of corrosion in chemical and electrochemical processes is not absolute. 
Chemical corrosion is transformed into electrochemical corrosion by the condensation of 
water vapour. 

The corrosion type, as well as the intensity of material destruction, are determined by the 
nature and structure of the metal phase, by the chemical composition of the corrosive 
environment and by the conditions of the technological process.  
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Figure 1.1. Classification of corrosion processes. 
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1.2.1. Chemical corrosion 

Chemical corrosion is achieved due to the direct chemical action of the environment 
without the exchange of electrical charges. 

Chemical corrosion can occur due to the affinity between materials and some dry gases 
(O2, SO2, CO, CO2, H2 etc.) or with non-electrolyte media (gasoline, alcohols, benzene, 
etc.). The chemical reaction that forms between the material and the gas or liquid leads to 
material losses, the disintegration (disaggregation) of the material by the salt crystals that 
form in the pores of the material [19]. 

The intensity of the corrosion process depends on several factors, such as: 

• the material type; 
• the corrosive environment type; 
• the concentration of the environment; 
• the environmental conditions (temperature, pressure); 
• the contact time of the material with the corrosive environment. 

Typical examples of chemical corrosion are the processes of metals oxidation, as well as 
the formation of sulfides, chlorides, iodines etc. if the corrosive agent contains chemical 
elements such as sulfur, chlorine, iodine etc. 

Through the external corrosive agents, oxygen has the most harmful effect on metals. If the 
clean surface of most metals is exposed to air for a while, the material oxidizes rapidly if the 
oxidation reaction between metal and oxygen occurs with decreasing free energy (eq. 1.1). 

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚e + 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 → 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑚 (1.1) 

In the case of chemical corrosion, proportional with the increase of the temperature, the 
corrosion rate also increases. 

For example, even if at 600 ºC a complex layer of oxides is found on the steel surface 
(cinder - FeO, Fe2O4 și Fe3O4), when hot deformation of the steel, where the temperatures 
exceed 900 ºC, an oxide layer is formed on the metal surface, of about 1-2 mm leading to 
significant metal losses at each heating. 

In a dry atmosphere, corrosion is purely chemical and is limited to the formation of the 
oxide layer that affects only the appearance of the outer surface of the material, without 
strongly influencing the mechanical properties. 
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Chemical corrosion thermodynamic 

The spontaneity of the corrosion reaction (oxidation) is expressed by the negative variation 
of the free enthalpy (G), in isobaric-isothermal conditions (constant pressure and 
temperature). The value of the free enthalpy of reaction characterizes the affinity of metals 
to oxygen and corresponds to the oxide formation reaction, starting from the pure metal 
and oxygen [20]. 

Depending on the value of the free enthalpy of the oxidation reaction of the most used 
metals, the following sequence of decreasing the oxidation tendency can be established: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 > 𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀 > 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 > 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 > 𝑉𝑉 > 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 > 𝑍𝑍𝑛𝑛 > 𝑊𝑊 > 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 > 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 > 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 > 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 > 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 > 𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 > 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 > 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀 

The direction of this reaction depends on the magnitude of the partial pressure of oxygen 
and the dissociation voltage of the metal oxide at the given temperature. If the partial 
pressure of oxygen is higher than the dissociation voltage of the oxide, corrosion of the 
metal is thermodynamically possible. 

On the contrary, if the dissociation voltage of the oxide is higher than the partial pressure 
of oxygen, the oxide will no longer be stable under these conditions.  

At equilibrium, the two pressures will be equal. The partial pressure of oxygen in the air, 
at atmospheric pressure, is considered constant and equal to 0.2 at. It can be expressed that 
in the clean atmosphere are thermodynamically possible those oxidation reactions that lead 
to the formation of oxides with dissociation stress less than 0.2 at. [20]. 

In order to reduce the affinity of the metal for oxygen and to reduce the oxide, partial 
pressure of oxygen lower than the dissociation voltage of the oxide at room temperature 
must be ensured. Such conditions are mentioned in order to attenuate the corrosion to the 
heat treatment of some alloys, under the conditions of using a protective environment. 

The formation and growth of surface oxide films are governed by the laws of crystallo-
chemical reactions and the phenomena of electrical conductivity and mass transfer 
(substance). 

For the oxide to form, both the ionization of the metal atom in the material and the oxygen 
molecule must take place. The ionization of the metal most likely occurs at the metal-oxide 
interface, it can be easily assimilated to the anode of a galvanic element, and the oxide-air 
interface (oxygen), where the reduction reaction or similar, takes place can be assimilated 
to the cathode of the galvanic element [21]. 

The oxide layer formed between the two electrodes acts as an electrolyte, as can be seen in 
Fig. 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2. The metal ionization and the oxygen molecule 

 

The crystalline-ionic structure of the oxide film is characterized by a certain conductivity, 
which depends on both the temperature and the stoichiometric composition [22]. 

There are films characterized by ionic conductivity, determined by either cations or anions. 
Also, are films whose conductivity is due to both anions and cations. 

Chemical corrosion kinetics 

The speed of the corrosion process is given by the diffusion of cations and anions through 
the film and depends on the imperfections of the crystal lattice of the metal and the oxides 
or compounds in the film [23]. 

Depending on the growth rate of the films formed during oxidation in the atmosphere, 
metals can oxidize according to a linear, parabolic or logarithmic law [20]. 

a) Metals that cannot form protective films, whether they are not continuous, such as alkali 
metals, or oxidation products are volatile, as is the case at high temperatures with 
vanadium, molybdenum, tungsten, osmium and iridium, oxidizes according to a linear law, 
with constant speed over time (eq. 1.2): 

d𝑦𝑦
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑘𝑘 (1.2) 

where: 𝑦𝑦- film thickness; 

 𝑑𝑑- oxidation time; 

 𝑘𝑘 -constant. 
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Integrating the equation, we obtain the linear law of corrosion (eq. 1.3): 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑 + 𝑐𝑐 (1.3) 

If it is considered that oxidation begins on a clean surface of the metal, the integration 
constant 𝑐𝑐 =0, and 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑.  

According to the linear law, the oxidation of the metals of this group would take place at 
the speed of the chemical reaction between metal and oxygen, the film not being able to 
break the corrosion. 

However, in some cases, although over time the growth of the films is observed in 
proportion to the time, it is found that the effective corrosion rate is much lower than the 
speed of the direct reaction between metal and oxygen. According to the same law, alloys 
with a high content of metals in this category are also oxidized [20,24]. 

b) In the case of many metals, in which the chemical oxidation produces continuous films, 
the corrosion attenuates with time, with the increase of the film thickness. Experimentally, 
it has been established that iron, between 500-1100 ºC, copper between 300-1000 ºC, nickel 
in the atmosphere, silver in vapours and iodine solution corrode at a speed inversely 
proportional to the thickness of the film. In these cases, corrosion is subject to parabolic 
law (eq. 1.4): 

d𝑦𝑦
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=
𝑘𝑘′
𝑦𝑦

 (1.4) 

which becomes integrated: 𝑦𝑦2 = 2𝑘𝑘′ ⋅ 𝑑𝑑 + 𝑐𝑐′ or 𝑦𝑦2 = 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑. 

where 𝑦𝑦 - film thickness; 

 𝑑𝑑- oxidation time 

 𝑘𝑘 – constant; 

 𝑐𝑐′- constant of integration, which in the case of the initial non-corroded metal 
surface is equal to 0. 

The parabolic law is observed for the chemical corrosion of metals at high temperatures [24]. 

There are deviations from the parabolic law of oxidation that can occur either by partial 
destruction on the surface of thicker corrosion films due to accumulated internal stresses 
or due to the occurrence of additional causes of diffusion braking (for example, lowering 
the diffusion coefficient of reactants with oxide layer thickness) [22,25]. 

Metals such as cobalt, manganese, beryllium, zinc and titanium belong to this category. 
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Aluminium, chromium, silicon and zinc at various temperatures, as well as many other 
metals at low temperatures oxidize much more slowly than the metals of the previous 
groups, being very effectively protected from very fine corrosion films. The oxidation of 
these metals is subject to a logarithmic law. 

Thus, the oxidation rate of Al, Cr, Si and Zn, of iron up to 375 ºC and nickel up to 650 ºC, 
varies according to the expression (eq. 1.5): 

d𝑦𝑦
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

=
𝑘𝑘
𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦

 (1.5) 

or integrated: 𝑦𝑦 = ln 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑. 

Intense corrosion braking, even at small thicknesses of the corrosion product layer, is 
considered to be due to additional causes such as: 

• decrease the electrical conductivity of the film; 
• reducing the diffusion through the film; 
• compaction of the film due to strong internal compression efforts.  
• The process of chemical corrosion is influenced by many factors, which fall into 

two categories: 
• External factors, of which the most important are: temperature, pressure, the speed 

of the corrosive agent, corrosive environment chemical composition, etc. 
• Internal factors related to the nature, chemical composition and structure of the 

material, surface condition, etc. 

One of the main characteristics of chemical corrosion is that the corrosion products 
generally remain at the site of the interaction of the metal with the corrosive agent in the 
form of films of different thicknesses [26]. 

For the film of corrosion products to be able to protect the metal from corrosion, it must 
have the following properties: to have a medium thickness, to adhere to the metal, to be 
compact and continuous, waterproof, elastic, resistant and to have a coefficient of 
expansion equal to that of the metal, so that at temperature variations it does not form 
cracks. Thin films generally cannot protect the metal to a sufficient extent due to low 
mechanical strength, and thick films crack easily due to internal stresses [27,28]. 

1.2.2. Electrochemical corrosion 

Electrochemical corrosion is achieved by the reaction between a metal and an electrolyte 
with which it is in contact. This is the destructive attack exercised on a metal or alloy by 
the corrosive environment (electrolytes in solution or melt, water, vapour, liquid metal, 
etc.) by means of an electrochemical reaction, which involves a transfer of electrons and 
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ions to the metal interface (electronic conductor) - electrolyte (ionic conductor), under the 
influence of an electric potential (of electrode) existing between phases [29]. 

For the occurrence of electrochemical corrosion it is necessary to have an anode, a cathode, 
an electrolyte and a conductor, so a galvanic element. 

By introducing the material into water or an environment with electrolytic properties, 
galvanic elements appear on the metal surface, in which metal impurities function as micro-
cathodes, with hydrogen discharge on their surface, while the material, acting as an anode, 
dissolves. 

Typical examples of electrochemical corrosion are found in steel objects exposed to 
atmospheric corrosion (iron rust), as well as corrosion caused by electric scattering currents 
in the soil, also called stray currents (tram rails or electric rail). 

Basically in the case of corrosion, it is important to know the corrosion rate. If the corrosion 
rate is very low, even if corrosion occurs, the material can be considered resistant to 
corrosion. 

The corrosion rate is expressed by the mass of material destroyed per unit area per unit 
time (g / m3h) or the depth reached by the degradations per unit time (mm / year) [30]. 

Knowing these indices allows the appropriate choice of material according to the nature of 
the corrosive environment and the sizing of installations according to the duration of the 
operation. 

Corroded metal is generally in the form of metal constructions and installations, the cost 
of which is much higher than the cost of the material from which they are made. Along 
with the cost of the material, very large amounts are spent on: 

• repair of defects caused by corrosion; 
• oversizing to prevent accidents; 
• use of expensive anticorrosive materials (non-ferrous metals and alloys, special 

steels); 
• application of current methods of corrosion protection etc. 

In most cases, the corrosion encountered in the industry is electrochemical. An 
electrochemical corrosion system metal-corrosive solution is characterized by the 
existence of an electric current generated by electrochemical processes that take place at 
the limit of metal-solution separation. 

The underlying cause of all electrochemical corrosion processes is the tendency of most 
metals to pass into solution in the form of ions when they come in contact with an 
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electrolyte, while the mechanism of local currents must be seen as one of the most 
important possible routes. practice in the development and acceleration of corrosion. 

Electrochemical corrosion processes take place on the surface of the metal in the form of 
two electrode reactions: an anodic process and a cathodic one. These reactions take place 
simultaneously with the participation of an equal number of electrons and are independent 
of each other, respectively one process cannot influence through this, the kinetics of the 
other process. 

The electrochemical process of corrosion occurs by carrying out two types of simultaneous 
parallel reactions: an anodic ionization reaction (oxidation or corrosion of the metal itself) 
and a cathodic reaction to reduce an agent capable of accepting electrons remaining in the 
metal phase by passing ions in solution. 

The cathodic process can be: 

• In acidic environment - when hydrogen ions are reduced (corrosion with hydrogen 
depolarization) 

• In alkaline environment - when the reduction of dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte 
is achieved (corrosion with oxygen depolarization) 

• In the neutral environment - when there is a reduction of an oxidant (corrosion with 
depolarization of oxidizing metal ions). 

Electrochemical corrosion thermodynamics 

Depending on the negative or positive value of the free reaction enthalpy we can analyze 
the possibility of oxidation of the material (for example, if the free reaction enthalpy is 
negative, it indicates the possibility of oxidation of the material, and if it is positive, the 
oxidation will not be possible thermodynamically) [22]. 

From an electrochemical point of view, the possibility of a metal dissolving in a corrosive 
solution can be explained by the electromotive force of the galvanic element in which the 
anodic and cathodic corrosion reaction is reversibly performed. The higher the 
electromotive force of the galvanic element, the greater the possibility of corrosion 
reactions [20]. The electromotive force of a galvanic element represents the relationship 
between the two electrode potentials 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 − 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎.  

So, the process of electrochemical corrosion is thermodynamically possible if the 
reversible potential of the metal in the given solution is more electronegative than the 
reversible potential of an oxidizing agent, from the same solution, which can be reduced. 
The calculation is therefore limited to determining and comparing the equilibrium 
potentials 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 ș𝑇𝑇 𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎. The obtained result allows us to appreciate only the corrosion tendency 
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of the metal because the thermodynamics cannot provide data on the effective speed and 
the corrosion mechanism. 

From a practical point of view, first of all, the effective speed of corrosion is of interest. If 
the process is possible but takes place very slowly, the metal can be considered resistant to 
corrosion. 

Electrochemical corrosion kinetics  

Electrochemical corrosion reactions as electrode processes take place at the boundary of 
the two phases, metal-solution and comprise several stages: 

• the transport of the corrosive agent to the reaction surface; 
• the phase limit reaction; 
• the transport of reaction products (corrosion) to the solution volume. 

The overall speed of the process is determined by the speed of the slowest stage (limiting 
stage of the process). For example, at the corrosion of metals in acidic environments, the 
determining speed is the reaction rate of the phase limit [22]. 

In general, the higher the corrosion rate, the higher the electromotive force, the lower the 
resistance and the faster the products resulting from the electrochemical reactions of the 
corrosion are removed by dissolution or release. Stagnation of corrosion products on the 
metal surface can produce polarization phenomena, which reduces the potential difference 
and therefore reduces or stops the corrosion of the metal. 

Polarization is defined as the difference between the equilibrium (maximum) potential of 
an electrode and the actual (regime) potential. The practical result of polarization is the 
intense braking of corrosion, its speed can decrease tens and hundreds of times compared 
to the initial value. Therefore, due to its special practical importance, the study of 
polarization is the main object of electrochemical corrosion kinetics [20]. 

The main types of polarization, encountered in electrochemical corrosion reactions are: 

• Concentration (diffusion) polarization; 
• Activation polarization (electrochemical, charge transfer, overvoltage). 

Diffusion polarization is due to a decrease in the concentration of ions around the cathode 
following a process of reducing or increasing the concentration of ions around the anode 
by dissolving it. The result of the concentration changes is materialized by shifting the 
potential to the negative or positive range, relative to the value of the equilibrium potential. 

The activation polarization is caused by the electrode process itself (anodic or cathodic) 
for which additional energy (an overvoltage) is required. 
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The value of the activation polarization is of particular importance in the case of electrode 
reactions involving hydrogen and oxygen. Activation polarization, respectively hydrogen 
overvoltage is strongly influenced by the nature of the metal, current density, temperature, 
solution composition, etc. 

In general, the process of electrochemical corrosion is influenced by many factors, which 
can be grouped into two categories: internal factors and external factors - which can act 
either separately or simultaneously with complex action. 

Among the external factors, the most important, we list the pH of the solution, the chemical 
composition of the aggressive environment, respectively the electrical conductivity, 
temperatures, agitation of the environment, dispersion currents etc.; and among the internal 
factors, we mention the nature of the metal and its structure, the condition of the metal 
surface, the deformations and internal stresses of the metal. 

Because the resulting influence of a large number of factors is difficult to predict, in 
practice the aim is often to establish empirical corrosion-time relationships. Based on 
experimental data, two types of curves can be made: weight loss (y) – time (t) and corrosion 
rate (𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 ∕ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) – time (t) [20]. 

The properties and behaviour of the corrosion process are of particular importance in terms 
of the nature and kinetics of the corrosion reaction. Thus, when the corrosion process is 
soluble it does not have a protective action. At higher pH values, following the dissolution 
of the metal in the corrosive environment, hardly soluble combinations can be formed, 
which, accumulated on the metal surface, may or may not protect it, as the deposited film 
is compact or permeable. 

1.2.3. Biochemical corrosion 

Biochemical corrosion (biocorrosion) is determined by the metabolic or excretory activity 
of various microorganisms, it usually accompanies electrochemical corrosion; as a rule, 
biocorrosion occurs in ferrous metal structures (except in non-ferrous ones) in contact with 
stagnant water [31]. 

It is generally believed that corrosion is a process that can only occur when the metal comes 
in contact with water and oxygen. A significant part of corrosion occurs due to the total 
lack of oxygen. Black dots - iron (II) sulfide can be seen on the surface of the pipes thus 
corroded. If iron (II) sulfide is removed, an anodic recess can be seen whose surface is 
hollow iron. 
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For biocorrosion, on iron surfaces covered with water and/or biological deposits, sulfate-
reducing bacteria are primarily responsible. Such media contain sulfate ions but not 
oxygen. 

Also, for the appearance of biocorrosion, another group of microorganisms that live in the 
same environment in oxygen-free environments may be responsible. They cover their 
energy needs by oxidizing hydrogen with carbon dioxide [9]. The result of this reaction is 
methane and water. These methane-producing bacteria live in significant quantities in 
oxygen-free environments, such as: under deposits of technical sludge on the bottom of 
tanks, under deposits in tubes and pipes with slow draining etc. 

This type of corrosion is caused by microorganisms that can use the metal as a nutrient 
medium. The products of the vital activity of microorganisms can also be aggressive. 

Biochemical corrosion is determined by the activity of microorganisms that either use the 
metal as a chemical culture medium or eliminate highly corrosive products due to their 
metabolism [32]. 

In general, biocorrosion occurs in ferrous metal structures that are in contact with stagnant 
water, it is less pronounced in non-ferrous materials. 

1.2.4. Continuous corrosion 

Continuous corrosion occurs on the entire surface of the metal uniform (when the corrosion 
has the same depth, Fig. 1.3 (a)) or non-uniform (when due to the different corrosion rate, 
the corrosion extends to different depths, Fig. 1.3 (b)) [33]. 

 

Figure 1.3. Continuous corrosion: Uniform corrosion (a), Non-uniform corrosion (b). 
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The uniform corrosion occurs when the entire surface of the metal is exposed to a corrosive 
environment and is usually found in atmospheric corrosion of steel or corrosion of copper 
alloys in seawater [34].   

1.2.5. Discontinuous corrosion 

Discontinuous or localized corrosion occurs only on certain portions of the surface in 
contact with the corrosive environment [35]. This type of corrosion is divided into two 
categories: 

• Macroscopic corrosion: points, spots and cavernous, galvanic, by cavitation (metal 
plucking); 

• Microscopic corrosion: intergranular, under tension (intergranular, intragranular or 
mixed), filiform (cracking fatigue), selective (involves the preferential dissolution 
of a certain constituent of a metal alloy. 

Galvanic corrosion occurs when two or more metals with different electrochemical 
potentials are in contact with an electrolyte. Also, the galvanic coupling can occur in the 
case of the same alloy, between its phases (phases, intermetallic compounds etc.) [36,37]. 

Pitting corrosion is defined as the result of surface corrosion of a metallic material, limited 
to a small area point, which takes the form of a cavity and has a width/depth ratio = 2/3 [38]. 

Pitting corrosion is one of the most destructive and intense forms of corrosion. It is considered 
more dangerous than widespread corrosion because it is more difficult to detect [39]. 

It can occur in any metal but is most common in metals that form protective oxide layers, 
such as aluminium or magnesium alloys. First, on the surface, a layer of white or grey 
powder is observed, similar to the dust that stains the surface of the metal. When this 
deposit is removed, small punctures or corrosion points can be observed on the surface. 
They can penetrate deep inside the metal and greatly damage the outer surface [36]. 

Among the materials in which we find this type of corrosion, are stainless steel, aluminium 
alloys, some copper alloys or Monel alloy (Ni-Cu alloy). 

Depending on the mode of propagation of point corrosion in the material, several types of 
pitting are known that can be classified into true pitting (Fig. 1.3) and lateral pitting (Fig. 1.4). 

The aggressive environments that can easily cause corrosion at the point are generally 
chlorine or bromine-based solutions. Aggressive anions can stimulate the development of 
corrosion at the point only when their concentration in the solution is higher than a certain 
critical value, which depends on the nature of the metal or alloy, the heat treatment and the 
condition of the surface. 
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Figure 1.3. Trough pits: Narrow, deep (a), Wide, shallow (b), Eliptical (c), Vertical (d). 

 

Figure 1.4. Sideway pits: Subsurface (a), Undercutting (b), Horizontal (c).  
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Spot corrosion and intergranular corrosion are the most dangerous forms because without 
a change in the appearance of the metal, the part or subassembly is destroyed almost 
unexpectedly. 

In Fig. 1.5. the influence of the corrosion type on the decrease of the resistance to breaking 
(Rm), in percent, of the duralumin is presented [25]. 

It is observed that for relatively small alloy losses, the change in the parameter 
(characteristic) is insignificant in the case of uniform generalized corrosion (a) and 
substantial for localized intergranular corrosion (c). 

Localized corrosion occurs whenever there is a heterogeneity in the corrosive system 
considered, of the metal, of the environment or the physico-chemical conditions existing 
at the interface. At first glance the localized corrosion is generally visual, we traditionally 
distinguish the loosened corrosion, either in the form of the attack that results (point 
corrosion) or by localization (for example intergranular corrosion) [40]. In other cases, 
however, the appearance is associated with a mechanism (corrosion by crevice effect, 
erosion). 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Modification of the resistance to breaking (Rm) of the duralumin depending 
on the type of corrosion: Uniform generalized corrosion (a), Pitting (b), Localized 

intergranular corrosion (c).  
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1.2.6. Intercrystalline corrosion 

The intercrystalline corrosion (intragranular, Fig. 1.6) is characterized by the preferential 
destruction of the boundaries of crystalline grains weakening their cohesion, respectively 
the mechanical strength of the material. This is one of the most dangerous forms of 
destruction. 

 

Figure 1.6. Intercrystalline corrosion.  

 

The attack takes place inside the metal, at the boundary between the grains and leads to a 
significant decrease in the mechanical and chemical properties of the material. In general, 
no changes are observed on the outer surface, which can lead to the unexpected destruction 
of the respective part. 

Many corrosive environments can cause intercrystalline corrosion, including seawater, 
sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid, nitrate-based solutions or sulfonitric mixtures. Also, another 
factor that influences the appearance of intercrystalline corrosion is temperature. 

Depending on the mode of propagation of intercrystalline corrosion, two types of corrosion 
can be distinguished: 

• The intercrystalline corrosion under stress (corrosive cracking) - generally occurs in 
machine parts that work in corrosive environments and are subject to variable 
mechanical stresses. Pure metals are not susceptible to this type of corrosion 

• Selective structure intercrystalline corrosion - occurs in low-alloy steels or sulfur 
cast iron with sulfur. 

Intercrystalline corrosion can occur in aluminium alloys due to the segregation of 
impurities at the grain boundary or in stainless steels and some nickel alloys.  

1.2.7. Transcrystalline corrosion 

Transcrystalline (intergranular, Fig. 1.7) corrosion represents the destruction of the 
material by cracking the grains due to internal stresses that occur as a result of mechanical 
processing, heat treatment etc. 
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Figure 1.7. Transcrystalline corrosion.  

 

This is encountered in the form of trans-granular cracks. 

1.2.8. Selective corrosion 

Selective corrosion (Fig. 1.7) is achieved by attacking a certain constituent of the alloy. For 
example, the disengagement of brass in the acidic environment, following the selective 
dissolution of zinc, appears on the surface of the alloy a spongy layer of reddish-brown 
copper [33].  

 

Figure 1.8. Selective corrosion.  

 

Brass with a content higher than 85% is more resistant to corrosion but is more expensive.  

1.2.9. Atmospheric corrosion 

Atmospheric corrosion is the most common and occurs under the effect of electrochemistry 
and the influence of thin films of moisture [41]. It depends on the area of existence: rural, 
urban, industrial, marine, etc. and meteorological factors: rain, dew, temperatures, wind 
etc.  

The main atmospheric components that significantly influence corrosion are moisture (the 
main component on which causes corrosion of materials), oxygen (acts as a depolarizer) 
and carbon dioxide (the main component that conducts the film of moisture that condenses 
on the metal surface), but in addition to these, depending others can be added to the area 
of existence, which can lead to changes in the corrosion rate [14]. 
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Depending on the existence, three important atmospheres are highlighted: 

• Industrial atmosphere - containing sulfur compounds, which accelerates the 
corrosion process, increasing the corrosion rate; 

• Marine atmosphere - which has high humidity and contains chlorides, chlorine ions 
penetrating the surface passivating layer; 

• The rural atmosphere - does not contain foreign compounds, so the corrosion rate is 
low and the corrosion process is slow. 

1.2.10. Underground corrosion 

Corrosion in the soil is due to the action of the soil on the constructions embedded in it. 
Soils are different and considered porous colloidal systems. Corrosion increases 
substantially with increasing soil moisture. This is important because of the economic 
implications it has [15]. 

Example: corrosion of a crude oil transport pipeline incurs high costs for its replacement, 
respectively environmental pollution, production stoppage, etc. Also, for water pipelines, 
the costs are considerable for its replacement, restoration of the road or pavement. 

The most important factors that lead to soil corrosion are the electrical resistance of the 
soil, its composition, as well as the permeability of the soil to water and air [42]. Depending 
on the permeability of the soil, the access of oxygen to the metal is limited or not leading 
to changes in the corrosion rate. For example, in the case of pipes passing under concrete 
ground, the corrosion rate will be higher than in a non-concrete area. 

1.2.11. Aqueous corrosion 

In distilled water, the corrosion process takes place due to the presence of oxygen and 
carbon dioxide. Therefore, if it is possible to limit the dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide 
content, the aggressiveness of distilled water on the metal decreases by almost 0. 

River water differs in terms of dissolved oxygen content. For example, in the waters of the 
plains, the amount of dissolved oxygen is lower compared to the waters of the mountain 
areas where the amount of oxygen is higher, thus increasing the aggressiveness of the 
environment [16]. 

In terms of corrosion, seawater (saltwater) is the most aggressive type of natural water. The 
main factors that increase its aggression are salinity, oxygen content, the existence of 
microorganisms etc. 

Cave water or mine water has a different composition depending on the soil, so the 
corrosion process will take place at different corrosion rates [43]. 
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Condensate water, which occurs in chemical plants, is very close in chemical composition 
to distilled water. However, if it contains free oxygen or carbon dioxide it becomes 
corrosive. 

1.2.12. Corrosion due to mechanical stress 

Corrosion due to the mechanical stresses occurs by combining chemical-corrosive and 
mechanical stresses in the operation of machine parts or subassemblies, 

Stress corrosion occurs under the simultaneous action of the corrosive environment and 
the static or residual stresses in the material of the parts, being specific, in general, to 
stainless steels. The stresses present in the material come from a large number of sources 
and can manifest themselves in the form of tensile or compressive stresses. Tensions near 
the flow point favour corrosion [18]. For example, this type of corrosion occurs in titanium, 
aluminium or stainless steel when in a chlorine-containing environment. 

At high temperatures and pressures in the presence of concentrated alkaline solutions, 
caustic fragility may occur. 

Fatigue corrosion occurs when, in addition to the action of the corrosive environment, the 
material is also subjected to dynamic stresses. In the presence of the corrosive environment, 
at each dynamic stress of the material, its properties change, and after a certain number of 
operating cycles, there are disturbances in the arrangement of the metal atoms [44]. 

This phenomenon depends on several parameters, among which: the chemical composition 
of the material, its structure, the number of cyclic stresses, etc. Copper alloys or stainless 
steels are susceptible to corrosion. 

Erosion corrosion occurs when the material is subjected to an abrasive environment at the 
same time as a corrosive liquid or when impurities in the fluid or its high flow rate come 
into contact with the material. Due to the abrasion wear of the metal, its surface becomes 
unprotected due to the removal of the protective layers, thus being exposed to the corrosive 
agent [45]. 

The conditions that favour the appearance of this type of corrosion are the high speed of 
liquid flow, impurities, turbulent flow, the way of designing the metal (elbows of a pipe), 
etc. The metals that form an adherent and hard layer that resist this type of corrosion are 
titanium and aluminium. 
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1.2.13. Microbiological corrosion 

Microbiological corrosion is the destruction of the metal due to microorganisms that can 
occur under aerobic or anaerobic conditions. It occurs in the atmosphere, in the soil, in 
water and attacks everything that exists in an environment [46]. 

Corrosion processes are primed and stimulated in 60% of cases by biological elements: 
bacteria, actinomycetes, fungi, algae etc. 

This type of corrosion is important when aluminium or copper steels or alloys are in contact 
with neutral water, especially stagnant water. Microbiological corrosion occurs in the form 
of spot corrosion or if there are colonies of sulfur-reducing bacteria, corrosion in crevices 
can also occur. 

This corrosion usually occurs at water storage tanks or the bottom of pipes when water 
accumulates. 

1.3. Metal passivation 

Passivation is a complex chemical or electrochemical phenomenon, which consists of the 
qualitative modification of the metal-solution interface (corrosive environment), due to the 
formation of a surface oxide or a layer of adherent, continuous chemisorbed oxygen, which 
isolates the material from the corrosive environment [47]. 

Thus, a kinetic barrier without ionic conductance is formed between the material/solution 
phases, which opposes the corrosion process. The result of passivation is called passivity, 
ie the state of high corrosion resistance of metallic materials. 

Passive transition differs from one metal to another. The following metals are most easily 
passivated, regardless of the nature of the environment: chromium, molybdenum, 
aluminium, titanium, tantalum and niobium, and in contact with alkaline solutions iron, 
cobalt, magnesium and nickel are easily passivated [20]. 

Some metals are more difficult to passivate and pass into a passive state only in strongly 
oxidizing environments, such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, perchloric acid, etc. One such 
metal is lead, which is passivated into sulfuric acid, forming a protective layer of lead 
sulfate. Also, the silver in contact with hydrochloric acid passivates, forming a film of 
silver chloride. 

The particularities of the behaviour of the metallic material that is passivated are studied 
following the dependence between the electrode potential and the density of the anodic 
current. Fig. 1.9 shows the anodic polarization curve, under potentiostat conditions. 
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Starting from the stationary potential Es the curve shows the anodic dissolution of the metal 
according to the reaction eq. 1.6: 

𝑚𝑚 + 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻20 ⇔ 𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧+ ⋅ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻20 + 𝑧𝑧e− (1.6) 

where: M is the metal. 

 

Figure 1.9. Schematic representation of electrochemical passivation [25]  

 

where: Ip – passivation current density; 

 Ep – passivation potential; 

Eoxygen – the potential for oxygen release; 

Es – stationary potential. 

At A the oxide protective layer begins to form, following the reaction eq. 1.7: 

𝑚𝑚 + 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻20 → 𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 2𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻+ + 2𝑛𝑛e− (1.7) 

Thus, the braking of the anodic dissolution process begins and the curve deviates from the 
simple logarithmic dependence. 

In B, the tendency to increase the speed of the metal dissolution process is equal to the 
braking tendency of this process, due to the formation of the protective film. After B, the 
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speed of formation of the protective film exceeds the dissolution rate of the metal and thus 
the anodic current decreases at a small displacement of the potential to higher values. 

At C, the entire surface is covered with an oxide film, the pasty state is fully installed and 
the speed of the anodic process no longer depends on the potential, remaining at very low 
values. 

After reaching the oxygen release potential, point D, the anodic polarization curve shows 
an increase due to the discharge of hydroxyl ions, the metal is subjected to the 
transpasivation process, respectively it becomes soluble again (corrodible). 

The parameters that characterize the passivation state are the density of the critical 
passivation current, the passivation potential and the size of the passivation domain. For 
practice, it is useful to keep the value of the dissolution current density as low as possible 
and the passivation range as high as possible. The value of the passivation potential, also 
called Flade potential, varies from metal to metal and also depends on pH. 

The passivation potential behaves like the oxide electrode potential, its value often 
corresponding to the normal oxide electrode potential. 

In the case of passivation in oxidizing solutions, in addition to the anodic dissolution curve, 
the oxidant reduction curve must be taken into account, ie the equilibrium redox potential 
of the solution must be higher than the critical passivation potential and the speed of the 
cathodic reduction process. the oxidizing agent, at the passivation potential, is greater than 
the density of the critical passivation current [48]. 

Spontaneous passivation of a significant number of mats in contact with the atmosphere or 
various aggressive solutions leads to significant savings. 

The ability to bring the metal into a passive state by anodic polarization, by introducing 
oxidants into the corrosive environment or by alloying offers convenient corrosion 
protection, along with many others. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Methods for Testing and Assessing Corrosion 
Behaviour 

2.1. Quantitative (direct) analysis of the corrosion behaviour of materials 

To characterize the behaviour of a metal (alloy) in relation to a certain aggressive 
environment, the notion of chemical stability or corrosion resistance is generally used. 

The corrosion resistance of metallic materials in various corrosive environments is assessed 
by experimental determination of the corrosion rate, by measuring the thickness of the 
oxide layer (corrosion products) or by determining the variation of mechanical, electrical, 
optical properties etc. on specially executed samples from the tested material or by 
establishing the consumption of corrosive agent [1]. 

The corrosion rate represents the variation of the sample mass, as a result of the corrosion, 
per unit area and time. This may express weight loss when corrosion products can be 
removed from the surface of the sample (a common situation in practice) or increase the 
weight of the samples, by forming corrosion products whose removal would lead to errors 
by damaging the unattached metal (case oxidation of metals), but an increase that cannot 
be accurately assessed, because it is not possible to determine precisely the amount of 
metallic material transformed by corrosion, not knowing the chemical composition of the 
products formed [2]. 

Complete removal from the corroded surface of corrosion products without affecting the 
base material can be done either mechanically or with specific reagents (for example, from 
corroded carbon steel, the products can be removed with 10% H2SO4 solution, for 30 
minutes at 25 ºC or with a reagent composed of 20% NaOH solution and 200 g/l zinc 
powder, for 5 minutes at 85 ºC). 

Corrosion can also be expressed by the volumetric index of hydrogen or oxygen (gases 
accompanying corrosion) [3,4], so the corrosion rate can be determined with the relation eq 2.1: 

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣 ⋅ 𝐴𝐴

22400 ⋅ 𝑍𝑍
 (2.1) 

where: A - mass number of the metal; 

Z - valence of the metal ion. 
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The volumetric index can be calculated with the relation eq. 2.2: 

𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣 =
0.36𝑉𝑉 ⋅ (𝑃𝑃 − ℎ)

𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝜏𝜏 ∙ 𝑇𝑇
 (2.2) 

where: V- the volume of gas released during the determination, in cm3; 

 p – barometric gas pressure, in mm col. Hg; 

 h – water vapour pressure at operating temperatures, in mm col. Hg; 

 S- sample surface, in cm 2; 

 𝜏𝜏 – experimentation time, in hours; 

 T- absolute temperature, in K.  

Corrosion resistance can also be expressed using the penetration index, according to the 
following relation (eq. 2.3): 

𝑃𝑃 =
0.76𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝜌𝜌
=
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝜏𝜏

 (2.3) 

where: 𝜌𝜌 – material density; 

 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 – average reduction in the thickness of the metal subject to corrosion; 

 𝜏𝜏 – chemical attack time. 

Corrosion, in general, and intercrystalline corrosion, in particular, can be estimated by 
measuring the variation of the physical properties of the metal under the action of the 
aggressive environment [3–5]. Thus, the size of the corrosion index is calculated with the 
relation eq. 2.4: 

𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 =
𝐹𝐹 − 𝐹𝐹1
𝐹𝐹

∙ 100 (2.4) 

where F and F1 represent the values of the physical-mechanical quantities (electrical 
resistance, the reflective capacity of the surface, the resistance limit, the residual 
elongation, before, respectively after the corrosion of the sample. 

In the case of uniform corrosion, this is the most widely used method of measuring the 
corrosion rate. The weight loss of the material is used to calculate the loss in thickness of 
the metal, assuming that it acted uniformly. In some cases, the measurement of the 
thickness of the samples is also used, and the results are expressed in µm / year. The 
corrosion rate is usually calculated by weight loss and not by loss of sample thickness. 
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Intercrystalline corrosion can also be determined by the weight loss method. For example, 
the ASTM 262-86 standard indicates the procedure by which this method is performed 
(Streicher test), the samples being introduced for 24 hours at 120 ºC in a solution based on 
iron sulphate and 50% sulfuric acid. This method measures the sensitivity of stainless steel 
and nickel-based alloys to intercrystalline corrosion due to the precipitation of chromium 
particles at the grain boundary [6,7]. 

The Huey Test is also used to determine the intercrystalline corrosion of chromium-nickel 
steels. It consists of introducing the samples five times, for 48 hours, in a solution based 
on nitric acid of 65% concentration. The corrosion rate during each period is determined 
by the weight loss of the samples. This test is used to detect chromium depleted areas, 
intermetallic precipitates (sigma phase in the material), as well as to check for stabilization 
or reduction of carbon content [8,9]. 

2.2. Indirect analysis of the corrosion behaviour of materials 

The corrosion behaviour of materials can be evaluated indirectly by several methods: 

• optical, when the examination is made with the naked eye or with a magnifying glass, 
establishing the type of destruction (generalized or localized corrosion) and 
microscopic, highlighting changes in the structure of the material by intercrystalline 
or transcrystalline corrosion [10,11]; 

• with SEM microscopy, when determining the difference in composition in the 
passive or corrosion film [12]; 

• with radioactive isotopes, identifying the type of ions that form in the corrosion film 
and the presence of anions in the solution [13]; 

• spectral analysis, which determines the structure and composition of the passivation 
or corrosion film [14]; 

• acoustic and electrical (variation of electrical resistance) [15]; 
• reflection capacity: in stainless steel the formation of the oxide film reduces the 

reflection, increasing the corrosion resistance [16]; 
• electrochemical, which measures the intensity of the corrosion current, the stationary 

potential of - corrosion, polarization resistance, electrochemical impedance, etc., 
draws polarization curves [17–19]; 

• mechanical, which involve measurements before and after corrosion at different 
stresses, such as bending, stamping, traction, fatigue etc. 
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2.2.1. Corrosion assessment by non-destructive methods 

Visual testing also known as visual inspection is one of the most common techniques by 
which surface defects of a material can be observed. This can be helped by using optical 
instruments, such as magnifiers or computer-aided systems (known as "remote viewing"). 
This method allows the detection of corrosion, misalignment, damage, cracks and more. 
Visual testing is inherent in most other types of non-destructive testing because it depends 
very much on the experience of the person studying the surface of the material [20,21]. 

In the case of point/spot corrosion, the depth of the holes is measured. In some cases, it is 
considered the deepest, and in others, an average of the 10 deepest holes is made. In 
pressure vessels or containers, the effect of this type of corrosion can be much more severe 
than indicated by material loss. In the case of corrosion in crevices, the measurement of 
weight losses cannot be used, so the inlet diameter and the depth of the crevices are 
determined to determine the corrosion [22]. 

For intercrystalline corrosion, for example in the case of stainless steel, the Strauss test can 
be used, which consists in introducing the samples into a solution based on copper sulphate, 
sulfuric acid and distilled water at a temperature of 180 ºC, at the end of which it is visually 
examined, according to ASTM A262 practice E [23,24]. 

To deepen the effects of corrosion processes, the surfaces of the materials can be observed 
under an optical microscope. For example, in Fig. 2.1 Corrosion points can be observed on 
the surface of carbon steel (C45 steel) [20]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Optical microstructure of carbon steel at magnification power: a) 40x; 
b)20x 
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In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with integrated dispersed energy 
spectrometric analysis (EDS) can be used to provide us with additional information about 
the chemical composition structures of corroded surfaces and corrosion products. One such 
example is shown in Fig. 2.2, where the corroded surface of carbon steel immersed for 85 
days in seawater was analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. SEM microphotographs for C45 immersed 24 hours in seawater a) 100x, b) 
1000x and c) 5000x [17] 

 

In Fig. 2.2 it can be seen that a thick layer of reaction products was deposited on the surface 
of the carbon steel immersed for 85 days in salt water, forming a crust that easily detaches 
from the surface. At a magnification of 5000X, some agglomerations of monoclinic 
crystals can be observed, which are characteristic of iron oxy-hydroxides. To confirm the 
type of crystals was studied using EDS analysis (Fig. 2.3) noting that the chemical 
composition of the analyzed surface consists of iron and oxygen, with small amounts of 
carbon, and can determine thus determining that the layer formed on the sample surface is 
FeO(OH) [17]. 

Laser profilometry uses a high-speed rotating laser light source and miniature optics to 
detect corrosion, pitting, erosion and cracks, detecting surface changes through a 3D image 
generated by the surface topography [21]. 
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Figure 2.3. Energy spectrum and crust composition on the C45 surface immersed for 
85 days in seawater [17] 

 
Alvarez et al. [25] studied the corrosion behaviour of the AE44 magnesium alloy in a NaCl-
based solution, analyzing the samples by optical microscopy, SEM and laser profilometry. 
Because the weight loss method did not provide enough information, they used the laser 
profilometry method, analyzing the area and the volume of the pit according to the 
immersion time of the samples in solution, observing how the pit corrosion manifests. They 
also observed that as the immersion time increases, the pit becomes very shallow, while the 
intergranular corrosion allowed the eutectic area to degrade, thus the pits joining (Fig. 2.4). 

 

Figure 2.4. Laser profilometry for AE44 magnesium alloy immersed in NaCl (from R.B. 
Alvarez et al. [25]) 
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Time of flight diffraction (TOFD) is the process of changing the wavelength of sound 
because it interacts with a discontinuity in a material. This mechanism is used in situations 
where true reflection cannot be obtained, but sufficient diffraction occurs to change the 
flight time of the sound in a gripping arrangement [21,26]. This method is used to detect 
the tip of a defect that is perpendicular to the contact surface of the samples. ToFD is also 
used for rear wall inspection to detect corrosion [26,27]. 

Gordon et al. [28] studied the painted and corroded surfaces of pieces taken from an out-
of-service bridge, analyzing the influence of surface conditions (corroded or painted 
surfaces) testing the accuracy of the TOFD method to detect and measure surface defects. 
They concluded that corroded surfaces reduce the amplitude of ultrasonic signals, but do 
not affect the ability of the method to detect and size defects. It was also observed that 
depending on the amplitude signal, the degree of surface corrosion can be approximated 
(signal amplitude of the order of 10% - slightly corroded surfaces while for strongly 
corroded surfaces the signal amplitude reductions will be greater than 25%). 

Ellipsometry is a non-destructive method that can determine the corrosion behaviour of 
materials and is based on the property of thin layers to change the polarization state of light 
reflected at angles less than 90º from a polarized light in the plane to a polarized one. 
Elliptical [29,30]. 

Poksinski et al. [31]demonstrated that corrosion monitoring can be performed through 
internal reflection ellipsometry, a technique that combines ellipsometry with total internal 
reflection mode. They performed dynamic and static tests on thin layers of copper. In the 
case of the static test, the copper layers were exposed for long periods to hydrochloric acid 
(7 hours). The ellipsometric spectrum was recorded for the samples immersed in HCl for 
one hour and 7 hours (Fig. 2.5). 

It was observed that regardless of the type of test (dynamic or static) the effects of 
hydrochloric acid on the copper layers are similar in quality, and the final thickness of the 
layer after about one hour of exposure to HCl is 32.4 nm, the copper oxide layer being 5.7 
nm thickness, while after 7 hours of exposure the layer thickness is 33.5 nm, the copper 
oxide layer having a thickness of 4.6 nm. Thus, Poksinski et al. [31]concludes that this 
method can be used to monitor corrosion, depending on the type of application and the type 
of metal. 
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.  

Figure 2.5. Ellipsometric spectra recorded for copper layers exposed to HCl for 
different times (1 hour and 7 hours) (from Poksinski et al. [31]) 

 

2.2.2. Corrosion assessment by electrochemical methods 

Corrosion evaluation by linear polarization 

The most natural corrosion processes take place through electrochemical reactions that take 
place in wet environments. For this reason, electrochemical study methods are a fast and 
efficient means of obtaining information on the thermodynamic probability of corrosion of 
metal immersed in a liquid, instantaneous corrosion rate (corrosion rate at the simple 
immersion of the metal in the corrosive environment), the type of corrosion, as well as the 
factors that may influence the corrosion (temperature, pH, accelerators or corrosion 
inhibitors) [20]. 

Electrochemical corrosion is an oxidation-reduction process in which anodic oxidation of 
the metal takes place simultaneously with a cathodic reduction process, in which the 
electrons generated in the anodic reaction are consumed [32]. The two processes are 
coupled and run at the same speed, at a common potential called mixed potential, or 
corrosion potential (Ecor). The speed with which the two processes take place is directly 
proportional to the intensity of the electric current. 
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The thermodynamic tendency of oxidation of a metal or alloy immersed in an electrolytic 
medium can be expressed by the corrosion potential, Ecor, while the corrosion rate is 
expressed by the intensity of electron transfer anode → cathode. 

At the corrosion potential, the intensity of the anodic current (Ia) is equal to the intensity of 
the cathodic current (Ic), and the current in the external circuit is zero. Under these conditions, 
the metal/solution system is at thermodynamic equilibrium, (Ia-Ic)E=Ecor=0 and on the surface 
of the apparent metal, there is no net reaction. However, metal degradation occurs only in 
the anodic process, by oxidation, so that corrosion occurs at a rate proportional to the 
intensity of the anodic current (equal to the cathodic current): Icor=(Ia)Ecor= (Ic)Ecor 
proportional to the corrosion current, Icor, respectively current density, jcor = Icor/S [33]. 

The current density is a measure of the speed with which the oxidation process takes place 
at equilibrium, by simply immersing the metal or alloy in solution (S represents the total 
area of the metal in contact with the solution). 

The corrosion potential can be measured directly in relation to a reference electrode, 
immersed directly or using a salt bridge in the same solution as the studied metal. After 
reaching the potential corrosion balance, it is measured with a millivoltmeter with a very 
high input impedance [18]. 

A faster method for evaluating the corrosion potential is based on obtaining linear 
polarization curves and using Evans diagrams. To obtain a linear polarization curve, the 
electrode, the studied metal, is introduced into the corrosive environment together with an 
auxiliary platinum electrode using which the metal can be polarized. Voltages are applied 
between the two electrodes, as well as a reference electrode that is used to measure the 
potential of the metal at a given moment. The potential of the metal is varied in the vicinity 
of the corrosion potential, from values lower than Ecor = E0 to values higher than Ecor 
(anodic potentiodynamic polarization) and the intensity of the current passing through the 
circuit (between the metal and the reference electrode) is measured [34]. 

In the Evans, diagrams are represented graphically the dependence of the logarithm of the 
current density as a function of the suprapotential applied to the electrode, both for the 
oxidation reaction of the metal and for the reduction of the depolarizer on the electrode. 
For relatively small suprapotentials (∆E=E - Ecor, de ordinal a ±50÷60 mV) the two curves 
are practically linear in the E-logJ coordinate system, and the intersection of these lines 
gives on the axis of the potentials the value of the corrosion potential (Fig. 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6. Evans diagram 

 

a) The corrosion potential is the electric potential measured in relation to a reference 
electrode, when the current in the external circuit is equal to zero, the reason for which it 
is also called potential in an open circuit [35]. This potential varies over time until a pseudo-
stationary state is reached, which can be considered a steady-state. In some cases, the 
balance is reached only after 24 hours while in others after approx. two hours and even 
after 15-30 minutes. 

The method based on the use of the Tafel diagram is dynamic because the electrode 
potential is always varied being more or less far from the equilibrium state (Ecor). The closer 
the equilibrium state is to the system, the lower the scanning speed (scanning) of the 
electrode potential (theoretically equal to zero). For this reason, the corrosion potential 
evaluated from the Tafel diagram will depend on the sweep speed. However, very low 
scanning speeds greatly prolong the determination time, during which time undesirable 
effects such as self-passivation can occur. 

Variations in the open circuit potential over time provide qualitative information on the 
processes that take place at the material/solution interface. Open circuit potentials can 
become more positive or negative. Thus, the material becomes more susceptible to 
corrosion or passivates over time. 

It should be noted, however, that the corrosion potential only expresses the corrosion 
tendency, ie it is a measure of the thermodynamic probability that the process takes place 
and does not take into account any factors that could slow down the process, generically 
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called kinetic factors. For this reason, the assessment of the aggressiveness of a particular 
environment on an alloy only based on corrosion potential is inconclusive [36]. 

b) The instantaneous corrosion current, Icor, represents the current in the circuit, 
measured at the corrosion potential of the metal or alloy (Ecor), being the corrosion current 
that appears at the metal / corrosive environment interface when the metal is immersed in 
a solution. From a practical point of view, the density of the instantaneous corrosion 
current, Jcor=Icor/S, is important, because it can be correlated directly with the corrosion rate 
[37,38]. 

The density of the instantaneous corrosion current can also be evaluated based on the linear 
polarization curve using the method of polarization resistance, eq. 2.5, representing the 
slope of the tangent to the potential-current density curve [𝐸𝐸 =  𝑓𝑓(𝑗𝑗)] at the equilibrium 
point (𝐸𝐸 =  𝐸𝐸0= 𝐸𝐸cor or η =  0, where η = 𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸0 is the suprapotential), ie at the 
potential corrosion [33]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 = �
𝛥𝛥𝐸𝐸
𝛥𝛥𝑗𝑗
�
𝐸𝐸=𝐸𝐸0

 (2.5) 

The method is based on the evaluation of the polarization resistance, Rp, based on the 
Butler-Volmer equation (eq. 2.6) [39,40]:  

𝑗𝑗 = 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
2.303(𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎
� − exp�−

2.303(𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐

�� (2.6) 

where: ba (eq 2.7) and bc (eq. 2.8) represents the slopes of the linear portions of the anodic 
and cathodic branches in the 𝐸𝐸 =  𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀 𝐽𝐽)  diagram, known as the Tafel slopes: 

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 = �
𝜕𝜕𝐸𝐸

𝜕𝜕 log 𝑗𝑗
�
𝑎𝑎

=
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹

 (2.7) 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = �
𝜕𝜕𝐸𝐸

𝜕𝜕 log 𝑗𝑗
�
𝑐𝑐

=
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇

(1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹
 (2.8) 

It has been observed experimentally that 𝑗𝑗 varies approximately linearly with the applied 
potential (E), starting from about 50÷60 mV concerning the corrosion potential and only 
over a range of about 10÷20 mV [7]. Stern and Geary [8,9] simplified the Butler-Volmer 
equation for the case of small overpotentials compared to Ecor, mathematically linearizing 
this equation by developing in series the logarithmic terms (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  1 +  𝑒𝑒 +  𝑒𝑒2/2!  +
𝑒𝑒3/3!  +  …) and neglecting higher-order terms. 

The simplified equation obtained can be transcribed in a simple form (eq. 2.9): 
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𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 = �
𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗
�

(𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)
=

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐
2.303 ⋅ 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ⋅ (𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 + 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐) (2.9) 

After re-arranging the equation it can be obtained for instantaneous corrosion current 

(eq. 2.10): 

𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐

2.303 ⋅ 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 ⋅ (𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 + 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐) (2.10) 

The polarization resistance can be expressed in absolute value or relative to the unit area 
depending on the size considered on the current axis (current intensity or density), the units 
of measure for resistance depending on the units of measure for E and I or j. If E is 
expressed in mV and I in mA, or E in V and I in A, then Rp is expressed in Ω. If E is 
expressed in V and j is expressed in A/cm2, then Rp is expressed in Ω∙cm2. 

Corrosion current density, calculated with Eq. 2.8 is obtained in mA/cm2 if R' is expressed 
in Ω∙cm2 and ba and bc in mV/decade, or A/m2, if R' is expressed in Ω∙cm2 and the Tafel 
constants in V/decade. The equations are also discussed in detail in the bibliographic 
references [41] and [42]. 

c) Instantaneous corrosion rate 

Gravimetric measurements determine the corrosion rates, which are generally very low, 
and can be expressed by the relations eq. 2.11 and eq. 2.12: 

Superficial corrosion rate (g/cm2⋅an): 

𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 = 365
𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑

 (2.11) 

Penetration rate (µm/an): 

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 10104 ⋅
𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌

 (2.12) 

To correlate the corrosion rates defined by the above equations (vs, respectively vp) with 
the density of the instantaneous corrosion current (jcor) Faraday's Law is used (eq. 2.113), 
which correlates the mass of separate substance at the electrode (deposited or removed) 
with the amount of electricity passed through the solution and the electrochemical 
equivalent of the substance: 

𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚 = 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑄𝑄 = 𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑 =
𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑
𝑧𝑧 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹

 (2.13) 
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where: 𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚 – decrease the sample weight during time t;  

𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 – corrosion current;  

𝑘𝑘 =  𝐴𝐴/𝑧𝑧𝐹𝐹 – the electrochemical equivalent of the corroding metal;  

𝐴𝐴 - atomic mass; 

𝑧𝑧 - the number of electrons involved in the oxidation process;  

F = 96487 C/val – the Faraday number. 

Dividing eq 2.11 by the product (area - time), we obtain the relation eq. 2.14: 
𝛥𝛥𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆 ⋅ 𝑑𝑑

=
𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑧𝑧 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹 ⋅ 𝑆𝑆

 (2.14) 

and taking into account the definition of the reaction rate and the definition of the current 
density (𝑗𝑗 =  𝐼𝐼/𝑆𝑆), it is obtained for the surface corrosion rate, vs (g/cm2⋅s) (eq. 2.15): 

𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 =
𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑧𝑧 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹 ⋅ 𝜌𝜌

 (2.15) 

The penetration speed, defined by the relation (eq. 2.12), is transformed according to the 
current density, replacing the expression of the surface corrosion rate, from the equation 
(eq. 2.15), when the relation eq. 2.16: 

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 =
𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑧𝑧 ⋅ 𝐹𝐹 ⋅ 𝜌𝜌

 (2.16) 

where: 𝐴𝐴/𝑧𝑧 - the electrochemical equivalent of the alloy metal or corrodible metal 
expressed in (g/val); 

F = 96487 C/val; 

ρ - the density of the metal or alloy (g/cm3),  

j - current density (A/cm2). 

Because the two speeds, vs and vp are generally very low, in practice more convenient units 
of measurement are used, taking into account longer time intervals. 

Thus, the surface corrosion rate will be expressed in g/(cm2∙year) or kg/(m2∙year) with the 
relations eq. 2.17 and eq. 2.18 

𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 = 0.327 ⋅ �
𝐴𝐴
𝑧𝑧
�

�����
⋅ 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  (𝑀𝑀/(𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛) (2.17) 
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𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 = 3.27 ⋅ �
𝐴𝐴
𝑧𝑧
�

�����
⋅ 𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  (𝑘𝑘𝑀𝑀/(𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛) 

(2.18) 

and the penetration speed (eq. 2.19): 

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 3.27 ⋅ �
𝐴𝐴
𝑧𝑧
�

�����
⋅
𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜌𝜌

(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚/𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛) (2.19) 

In the case of alloys, the chemical equivalent will have an average value, calculated with 
the relation eq. 2.20: 

�
𝐴𝐴
𝑧𝑧
�

�����
⋅ ∑𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

 (2.20) 

where: 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 represents the gravimetric fractions (mass fractions) of the alloy components 
(Ai/zi) the corresponding chemical equivalents. 

Corrosion evaluation by cyclic polarization 

One of the methods for further characterization of corrosion processes is cyclic 
potentiodynamic polarization. To obtain the cyclic polarization curves, also called cyclic 
voltammograms, the polarization of the studied alloy is performed continuously, with a 
known potential scanning speed (mV/s) and the current in the circuit is recorded. Sweeping 
the potential and recording the current variation is done automatically, obtaining a 
continuous curve. The speed of variation of the working electrode potential is indicated to 
be high enough to obtain current intensities high enough to cover possible accidental 
fluctuations in the system, but low enough to detect all the processes that could have a 
place in solution or on the surface of the electrode [43,44]. 

From the analysis of cyclic polarization curves can be obtained information on the type of 
electrochemical process that takes place on the surface of the alloy placed in the electrolytic 
environment (such as generalized corrosion, localized corrosion, passivation reduction-
oxidation of species in solution) [38], evaluation of characteristic potentials corrosion, 
breakthrough potential, re-passivation potential, protection potential). Based on the 
currents recorded at potentials other than the equilibrium potential E0, the corrosion rate 
under load can be calculated (when a higher potential than the corrosion potential is applied 
to the metal or alloy immersed in the solution) [45,46]. 

Depending on the purpose, the experimental data are represented in several ways, more 
often used is the representation 𝑗𝑗 =  𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸) and the semi-logarithmic representation: 𝐸𝐸 =
 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀 𝑗𝑗), 𝐸𝐸 being the potential applied to the alloy, and 𝑗𝑗 - being the density total current 
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at that potential. Fig. 2.7 illustrates two types of representation of a cyclic voltammogram 
using the experimental data obtained for a carbon steel sample coated with a zinc phosphate 
layer immersed in salt water [20]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Cyclic polarization curve and the assessment of the parameter’s corrosion 
process  

 

The characteristic quantities that can be evaluated from this curve are corrosion potential 
(Ecor) and repassivation potential (Erp). 

The corrosion potential (Ecor) is the potential at which the metal or alloy passes from a 
passive state, in which no oxidation process takes place, to an active state when the 
corrosion of the metal begins. The value of the corrosion potential evaluated in this diagram 
is not equal to the corrosion potential evaluated in the linear polarization curve. The 
difference is due to the fact that the corrosion potential evaluated from the linear 
polarization curve is very close to the equilibrium value as the scanning speed of the 
potential is very low (0.5 mV/s) while in the case of the cyclic voltammogram the scanning 
speed is high. (10 mV/s) and the system is far from equilibrium. The corrosion potential 
corresponds to the potential at which the anodic branch of the cyclic voltammogram 
changes from negative values to positive values of the current density [17]. 

The repassivation potential (Erp) is the potential below which all active corrosion points are 
repassivated. Below this potential value the metal or alloy is passive (no longer corrodes). 
The repassivation potential corresponds to the potential at which the cathodic branch of the 
cyclic voltammogram passes from positive values to negative values of the current density. 

Both the corrosion potential and the repassivation potential are determined more precisely 
from the semi-logarithmic diagram as can be seen in Fig. 2.7. 
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The shape of the cyclic voltammograms and the position of the anodic and cathodic 
branches allow obtaining information on the type of corrosion (generalized corrosion, point 
corrosion, passivation etc.) [18]. 

Based on these curves, the characteristic parameters of the processes that take place when 
applying a relatively high potential on the alloy can be evaluated. The study is important 
because this process accelerates the processes that can take place on the surface of the alloy 
immersed in the corrosive environment and thus can predict the behaviour of the alloy if it 
were immersed for a long time in solution [19,20]. 

In the case of voltammograms that in certain potential domains have a linear variation of 
the current density depending on the potential, the equations of the linear segments on the 
anodic and/or cathodic branch were also evaluated: 𝑗𝑗 =  𝐶𝐶 ∙  𝐸𝐸 +  𝑃𝑃. Because in some 
cases on the anodic branch (direct polarization curve; from negative values to positive 
values) to a certain value of the current density appears a jump, in the tables are presented 
only the linear equations of the cathodic branches. 

Corrosion determination by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is an electrochemical method, in alternating 
current, to study the processes that take place in a galvanizing cell. This method is used to 
characterize the processes at the electrode-electrolyte interface [47]. 

The disturbance of the electrochemical systems is achieved by applying an alternative 
signal of low amplitude (> 10mV), observing that the electrode returns to a steady state. 
This small alternative signal is an advantage of the method, as it offers the possibility to 
make repeated determinations on the same sample without changing its properties [48]. 

When we talk about metals (alloys), the main processes that take place at the electrode-
electrolyte interface are the process of corrosion (or oxidation), so on the surface of the 
metal is formed a layer called an electric weak layer. It helps to slow down the corrosion 
process, changing the corrosion rate, thus being the kinetic factor of the process (reaction). 

In the case of covering the metal surface with other protective layers, another process that 
occurs at the electrode-electrolyte interface is the partial degradation of the deposited layers 
(detachment from the metal surface, pore enlargement, change of layer thickness etc.) [49]. 

The corrosion rate depends very much on the layers deposited on the surface of the material 
or on the layers that appear as a result of the chemical reactions between the electrode and 
the electrolyte. Thus, the corrosion process depends on the kinetic factor and the diffusion 
factor (diffusion of ions involved in the corrosion process) [50,51]. 
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One of the most important methods for studying corrosion processes is Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy because the information provided by this method makes it 
possible to study the mechanism of corrosion processes, quantitative determination of the 
protective capacity of a layer deposited on the metal surface and its degradation. With the 
help of the data obtained by EIS, an equivalent electrical circuit is established which is 
correlated with the metal/layer and layer/solution interfaces and by the phenomena that are 
manifested in the passive film [52,53]. 

By this method, it is possible to study the surfaces with high electrical impedance, which 
is indicated for the evaluation of the degradation of some organic layers deposited on the 
metal surface. 

In electrochemical impedance measurements, a perturbation is applied to a corrodible 
metal in the form of a sinusoidal potential, E (t), and the system response, I (t) is recorded 
(eq. 2.21 and eq. 2.22) [54]. 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑) (2.21) 

𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 + 𝜑𝜑) (2.22) 

where: 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 – maximum potential; 

ω – angular frequency (ω = 2πf, f –Hz); 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚 – maximum current; 
𝜑𝜑 – phase angle (phase shift) between current and potential. 

The equipment used records the current-time and potential-time curves as a function of 
frequency, based on which the impedance spectrum is obtained. 

In alternating current, the impedance is the equivalent of the resistance in direct current. 
For the relation between current (I) and voltage (E), in direct current Ohm's law is used: 
𝐸𝐸 =  𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑅𝑅 (R being the resistance), while in alternating current the relation 𝐸𝐸 =  𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝑍𝑍 (Z 
being circuit impedance). Unlike resistance, the impedance of a circuit depends on the 
frequency of the applied signal: 𝑍𝑍(ω)  =  𝐸𝐸(ω)/𝐼𝐼(ω), E and I being expressed by the 
relations eq 2.21 and eq. 2.22. 

𝑍𝑍(ω) is a complex vector quantity (Fig. 2.8) having a real and an imaginary component, 
whose values also depend on the frequency (eq. 2.23): 

𝑍𝑍(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑍𝑍′(𝜔𝜔) + 𝑗𝑗2 ⋅ 𝑍𝑍′′(𝜔𝜔) (2.23) 

where: 𝑍𝑍’(ω)≡𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 = 𝑍𝑍(ω)𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐(θ) is the real component of impedance 
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𝑍𝑍”(ω)≡𝑍𝑍𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 = 𝑍𝑍(ω)𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛(θ) – is the imaginary component of impedance,  

𝑗𝑗2 – the square of the imaginary number , or –1, Z(ω) = (Z’(ω) 2 + Z”(ω)2)1/2 

θ – is the phase shift (phase angle) 

The inverse of the impedance is called the admittance and is usually denoted by Y (𝑌𝑌 =
 1/𝑍𝑍  =  𝐼𝐼/𝐸𝐸)   

 

Figure 2.8. Impedance vector in Cartesian coordinates 
 

The definition of a correct equivalent electrical circuit for the analyzed system can be done 
only if the impedance dependence for the corrodible system is known. 

The equivalent electrical circuit obtained contains the following elements: resistors, 
inductors, capacitors etc. 

Within the electrical circuit obtained, each electrical element in the circuit corresponds to 
physical or chemical properties of the analyzed system, the most important being: 

• Rs - the resistance of the solution between the reference electrode and the measuring 
electrode; 

• Cdl – the capacity of the double-electric layer at the electrode/electrolyte interface;  
• Rp - polarization resistance; 
• Rct – charge transfer resistance (ct- charge transfer); 
• W – Warburg impedance is an impedance that occurs when a diffusion process 

opens at the solution electrode interface; 
• Cext – coating capacity; 
• Q – constant phase element - which is introduced when in EIS experiments the 

capacitors do not behave ideally.  
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The constant phase element Q is introduced in the case of dielectric losses. When dielectric 
losses occur at the metal/electrolyte interface and the dielectric permittivity becomes a 
function of frequency and is represented by a complex number [47,55]. 

Warburg impedance is introduced when the diffusion of active species from the solution to 
the metal surface and vice versa is high enough and can influence the speed of the corrosion 
reaction. 

The data obtained by the EIS are represented in the form of two types of diagrams [17,19]: 

• Nyquist diagram - the abscissa represents the real part of the impedance, and in the 
ordinate, the imaginary part of the measured impedance taken with changed sign (-
ImZ vs. ReZ); 

• Bode diagram - in which the impedance modulus is represented according to the 
frequency logarithm and the phase angle according to the frequency logarithm 
|𝑍𝑍|vs. Frequency, and θ vs. Frequency). 

Determination of galvanic corrosion 

When two metals or alloys are in contact in the presence of an electrolyte, a galvanic torque 
is formed if the two metals have different electrode potentials. The electrolyte is a medium 
for the movement of metal ions (M+) and water ions (H+ and HO-). This causes the metal 
at the anode to corrode faster than in the absence of the coupling, and the corrosion of the 
metal at the anode (the nobler metal) is braked or even stopped. The presence of the 
electrolyte can cause corrosion in the couple, even when the metals alone do not corrode 
in that electrolyte. Thus, the coupling of two different metals has the effect of increasing 
the corrosion rate of the less noble metal (anode) and decreasing the corrosion rate of the 
nobler metal [56,57]. 

The reactions that take place are analogous to those that take place in the case of an 
uncoupled metal (the least noble) but take place at a considerably higher speed. When a 
metal corrodes, two processes take place simultaneously. One is the dissolution of the metal 
at the anode. In the case of ferrous alloys, the metal that corrodes is iron: 

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 →  𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒2+  +  2𝑒𝑒− (2.24) 

This reaction at the anode is compensated by a reaction at the cathode. In most cases of 
galvanic corrosion, the electrolyte also contains dissolved oxygen so that in alkaline media 
the primary cathodic reaction is the reduction of dissolved oxygen: 

𝑛𝑛2 + 2𝐻𝐻20 + 4𝑒𝑒− → 4𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻− (2.25) 
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In acidic environments the cathodic reaction is often the reduction of hydrogen ions to 
hydrogen gas: 

2𝐻𝐻+ + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐻𝐻2 (2.26) 

Other cathodic reactions may occur in aerated environments, such as partial oxidation of 
sulfur species. 

In the case of corrosion of non-coupled metals, the anodic and cathodic reactions occur on 
small local areas on the metal surface, while in the case of bimetallic couples the cathodic 
reaction takes place almost entirely on the more electropositive metal of the couple, and 
the anodic reaction takes place on the more electronegative metal of the couple [58,59]. 

The parameters that characterize the galvanic corrosion of a pair of metals [57], the 
potential of the couple - Ecouple and current density for the couple-jcouple) are influenced by 
several factors, such as: 

• the difference between the electrode potentials of the couple partners;  
• the quality of the electrical connection between metals;  
• the electrolyte conductivity;  
• the ratio of the exposed areas of the two electrodes;  
• the distance between electrodes,  
• the oxygenation degree of the electrolyte;  
• the metallurgical composition etc. 

Potential dynamic measurements and linear polarization curves can be used to predict and 
evaluate galvanic corrosion. Let be two different metals (alloys) whose polarization curves 
are shown in Fig. 2.9. The figure shows both hair curves and Evans lines for both materials. 
Metal 1 is the nobler metal (has the most positive value of the corrosion potential - Ecor 
(M1) and has a lower corrosion rate when not coupled. If the exposed surfaces of the two 
metals are equal and they are coupled then the metal interface/solution for both metals are 
at the same potential. The intersection between the cathodic branch of the nobler metal 
(M1) and the anodic branch of the nobler metal (M2) gives the couple potential – Ecouple 

(measured relative to the reference electrode) and the density of current – jcouple when the 
two metals are immersed in the same electrolyte. 

The potential of the nobler metal has been shifted from its Ecor value (Metal 1 – M1) to 
more negative values, which means a lower dissolution rate. The potential of the more 
active metal (Metal 2 - M2) is shifted from the Ecor value (M2) to more positive values 
leading to a higher dissolution rate. 
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The couple current density, jcouple, can be used to calculate the increase in the corrosion rate 
of the metal M2. Due to the coupling with the metal M1, the dissolution rate increased 
from the value j(M1) to the value of the couple. This increase in speed is necessary to 
compensate for the decrease in the corrosion rate of the metal M1. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Impedance vector in Cartesian coordinates 

 

The coupling of two different metals can thus be used to protect the material from corrosion 
by coupling that metal with a less noble metal that corrodes. The process is called cathodic 
protection or protection with sacrificial anodes. 

Thus, sacrificial anodes for steel protection are currently made of three metals: zinc, 
magnesium and aluminium. Zinc has a potential relative to the steel of around 0.25 V in, a 
value negative enough to ensure the cathodic protection of steel in environments with not 
too high resistance. Magnesium, due to its more electronegative potential, ensures the 
protection of steel even in soils with high resistivity. Aluminium has advantages for use as 
protective anodes against Mg and Zn (a rather negative potential and a lower 
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electrochemical equivalent), but the pronounced tendency towards passivation of 
aluminium limits the field of applicability [58]. 

Experience has shown that increasing the ratio between the cathode area and the anode area 
increases the dissolution rate of the anode and decreases the corrosion rate of the cathode. 
It can therefore be admitted that the speed of a galvanic corrosion process of a less noble 
metallic material, when coupled with a nobler material, is all the greater as the surface of 
the nobler metal or alloy is greater than that of the metal. or less noble alloy. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Methods of Corrosion Protection by Depositing 
Metallic Protective Layers 

3.1. Introduction  

The choice of anticorrosive protection means is made both based on the kinetic knowledge 
of the anodic and cathodic reactions that contribute to the determination of the behaviour 
of metals and alloys and on the base of the knowledge of the parameters that influence their 
behaviour. 

The covering processes consist of the deposition on the material surfaces of some metallic 
or non-metallic protective layers. 

The protective layers can be inorganic materials (metals, enamels and ceramics) or organic 
materials (plastics, varnishes or paints) which are obtained by the following methods: 
chemical, electrochemical and thermomechanical [1]. 

Coatings can perform the following functions [2,3]: 

• chemical and biological protection; 
• gives some physical-mechanical properties such as insulators, radiation damping, 

refractoriness, surface compression stresses, high hardness, low coefficient of 
friction etc.; 

• sanitary and decorative; 
• informative: signaling, coding or camouflage. 
• To achieve coatings with high durability one must consider the following factors: 
• - the condition of the base material surface (clean and with a certain roughness); 
• - the properties of the base material; 
• - the thickness of the coating; 
• - the chemical composition and the properties of coating products; 
• - the coating method. 

If a certain factor is not applied properly, the quality of the protective layer is adversely 
affected. 

To obtain a durable protective coating, the impurities (oxides, greases, oils, metallic or 
non-metallic inclusions etc.) must be removed by degreasing, pickling or by mechanical 
operations. The mechanical method also achieves the roughness required by the 
technological coating process [4,5]. 
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A good quality protective layer must be: continuous, free of pores, chemically stable, 
mechanically resistant during operation and have a uniform thickness. 

3.2. Preparation of metal surfaces for coating 

To achieve the condition of adhesion to the surface, the metal surfaces are prepared by 
mechanical operations (mechanical processing), chemical and electrochemical methods 
(degreasing and pickling) [6], according to Fig. 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1. Stages of surfaces preparation for further coating. 

 

Mechanical operations for cleaning the inclusions of oxides and roughness on surfaces are 
performed by: sandblasting, brushing, sanding and polishing [7]. 

Sandblasting is performed on the cast or forged parts with the help of the abrasive action 
of sand or cast iron particles projected on the metal surface with compressed air. Also, by 
sandblasting (sand, carborundum, electro-corundum) surfaces with higher roughness are 
obtained. Also, the sandblasting operation leads to the increase of the fatigue resistance of 
the substrate, due to the compression stresses generated by the surface hardening [8]. After 
sandblasting, the surfaces are cleaned to remove dust and material particles that have been 
sandblasted. 

Brushing is done with wire brushes made of animal hair or plastic, by moving them 
manually or mechanically by rotation [9]. 
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Sanding is done by removing a very thin layer on the surface with the help of abrasive materials 
of different grains. Abrasive paper or electro-corundated disc is used for sanding [10]. 

Polishing is achieved by a superior finishing of the surfaces with the help of polishing 
pastes [11]. For polishing it can be used: cloth soaked in chromium oxide, Vienna lime, 
Al2O3 (metallographic alumina) or silicon carbide (SiC). 

Sanding and polishing can be done by vibration. 

Degreasing is the operation of removing the grease by dissolving, emulsifying and 
saponifying. It can be made in organic solvents (hydrocarbons, alcohols, acetone), in 
alkaline solutions, by wiping, immersion, jet or vapour [12]. 

Degreasing in organic solvents consists in dissolving saponifiable and unsaponifiable fats. 
The organic solvents are classified into two categories: 

• Flammable - gasoline, kerosene, benzene or toluene; 
• Non-flammable - carbon tetrachloride, perchlorate-ethylene, trichlor-ethylene etc. 

Due to their tendency to ignite at relatively low temperatures, flammable organic solvents 
are not widely used. Non-flammable organic solvents allow degreasing at high 
temperatures, dissolve oils and fats very well and do not react much with metals [13,14]. 

The most suitable organic solvents used for degreasing are carbon tetrachloride and 
perchloroethylene. The disadvantage of these chlorinated solvents is their high toxicity and 
high cost. This type of degreasing is done by immersion or spraying. After degreasing, the 
parts are washed and dried. 

Degreasing in alkaline solutions is done by immersion in baths or spraying with various 
hydroxides, carbonates, phosphates and detergents [15]. 

Alkaline chemical degreasing solutions contain substances that form soluble compounds 
with saponifiable fats and oils, reduce the cohesive force between the grease film or 
mechanical impurities and metal, facilitate washing and prevent corrosion of the metal. 
Such components are sodium and potassium hydroxides, soda ash, phosphates, silicates 
and surfactant additives[16,17]. 

Alkaline solutions used for degreasing can be of several types: 

• weak alkaline solutions, with pH = 10 ÷ 11 for weak degreasing; 
• solutions with medium alkalinity, with pH = 11 ÷ 12 indicated for degreasing before 

galvanizing; 
• strong alkaline solutions, with pH = 12 ÷ 14 for strong degreasing. 
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The temperature at which degreasing takes place is between 60 ÷ 90 ºC. In general, the 
chemical composition of degreasing baths contains sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium 
carbonate (Na2CO3) and sodium triphosphate (Na3PO4). 

Degreasing with emulsions is based on the use of a mixture of organic solvent, emulsifiers 
and water. The composition of the emulsions is solvent (e.g. oil), emulsifier (e.g. sodium 
silicate and soap), stabilizer and water [18]. 

Electrolytic degreasing is performed in electrolytic baths in which the base metal can be 
anode or cathode. This does not apply to steel parts because it oxidises. Electrolytic 
degreasing is performed in alkaline solutions, at the cathode or anode, but is usually done 
at the cathode or combined [19,20]. 

This method is much more effective compared to the others, being performed at 
temperatures between 50 ÷ 80 ºC. The electrolyte contains the same components as for 
degreasing in alkaline solutions: NaOH, Na2CO3, Na3PO4, NaCN, KCN. The electrodes 
used are made of nickel-plated steel, graphite or nickel plates. 

Ultrasonic degreasing is applied to small parts, with a complex configuration, and is 
performed with chlorinated solvents or water with emulsifiers, through vibrations that 
alternately produce pressure and vacuum. This ensures a high degree of cleaning of the 
metal surface in a short time and requires special installations (ultrasonic generators), 
which have a high cost [21,22].  

The temperature at which the ultrasonic degreasing is performed is between 45 ÷ 55 ºC, its 
duration being a few minutes. For the part to be properly degreased, the metal surface needs to 
be placed in the direction of the sonic field, so during degreasing, the part must be rotated [23]. 

Pickling is performed to remove oxides (rust and dirt) from the surface of metals in 
solutions of acids, acid salts or anodic solution [12]. 

When interacting with acids, oxides on the metal surface form water-soluble salts. The 
choice of pickling process depends on the nature of the metal, the character and thickness 
of the oxide layer on its surface [24]. 

In general, pickling technology has the following steps: rough degreasing, washing, 
pickling, washing, drying and temporary protection of the metal against corrosion [25]. 

Chemical pickling is done by immersing the parts in steel tanks, lined with acid-resistant 
materials [26]. 

Electrochemical pickling is performed as an anodic process with the dissolution of the 
metal and the removal of oxides [27]. 
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Electrochemical polishing is performed for decorative-protective coatings. The parts are 
machined and then degreased and stripped [28]. The anodic process is carried out by 
dissolving and passivating macro-lifts and micro-grooves. 

3.3. Electrolytic deposition of protective layers 

By applying a protective metal layer on the material surface, the service life is extended, 
the operating conditions are improved and the consumption of the deficient metal is 
reduced. Depending on the destination, the metal coatings can be decorative-protective and 
special (wear-resistant, friction-resistant etc.) [29]. 

The electrolytic deposition is an electrochemical process by which corrosion protection or 
improvement of the mechanical properties of some metals is achieved. This consists in 
introducing the parts into electrolytic baths with metal salts solutions, neutralizing the 
charges of the hydrated (metallic) ion, and the neutral atom is incorporated in the crystalline 
network of the metal [30,31]. 

The base metal is the cathode and the anode of the direct current source can be an inert 
metal or the metal used for coating which dissolves in solution as ions moves and deposit 
at the cathode forming the protective layer.  

Electrolysis can be done with a soluble cathode, such as chromium plating or with a soluble 
anode, such as galvanizing, copper plating or nickel plating. 

The protection mechanism of the metal coatings is different and depends on the ratio in 
which the electrochemical equilibrium potential of the deposited metal is found compared 
to the potential of the base metal (substrate). Depending on this criterion, the metal coatings 
are anodic or cathodic [31,32]. 

Anodic coating occurs when the base metal part is attached to the cathode of a direct current 
source and the metal used for coating the anode. Anodic coatings are those in which the 
electrochemical equilibrium potential of the deposited metal is more electronegative than 
that of the base metal. If are cracks, exfoliations, pores in the protective layer, the local 
galvanic elements can be formed in these discontinuities, in which the deposited metal 
being more electronegative becomes the anode and corrodes, and the base metal becomes 
the cathode, being protected [31–33]. The disadvantage of these types of coatings is that, 
over time, they will be covered with corrosion products, worsening their appearance. 
Examples of anodic coatings: zinc and cadmium layers deposited on steel, tin deposited on 
copper etc. 

The cathodic coating is achieved if the deposited metal has a more electropositive potential 
than the base metal, which acts as an anode [34]. The existence of discontinuities in the 
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protective layer causes it to become a cathode, and the base metal to become anode, 
corroding. To be protective, the cathodic layers must have sufficient thickness and must be 
continuous, thus avoiding the formation of corrosion micro piles. The reduction of porosity 
is also obtained by depositing successive layers of different metals (Cu-Ni-Cr). 

The electrolysis bath contains a compound of the metal which will be deposited in certain 
concentrations, buffers - to maintain a constant pH of the solution, inorganic substances - 
to increase the electrical conductivity, as well as special additives - to improve porosity, 
adhesion, gloss and the structure of the protective layer [4,5]. 

The quality of the coating depends on the surface finish and the working parameters: 
electrolyte composition, current density, bath temperature, stirring the solution etc. 

The deposition time depends on the thickness of the layer [4,5], depending on the technical 
conditions and is calculated with the formula (eq 3.1): 

𝜏𝜏 =
0.6𝛥𝛥 ⋅ 𝜌𝜌
𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝐽𝐽 ⋅ 𝜂𝜂

 (3.1) 

where: 𝛥𝛥 – the thickness of the metal layer, µm 

 𝜌𝜌 – the density of the deposited metal, g/cm3 

 K- the electrochemical equivalent of the metal, g/Ah 

 J- the current density, A/dm2 

 𝜂𝜂 – the current efficiency, % 

If the protective metal does not adhere to the base metal surface, several successive metals 
will be deposited. For example: in the case of nickel plating, first will be deposited a copper 
layer, then a nickel layer and finally a chrome layer. The thickness of the deposited layers 
is of the order of hundreds of millimetres. 

The method of preparing the metal surface before the coating depends on the deposition 
method chosen, the degree of impurity of the base metal surface and the desired quality of 
the surface preparation. 

An electrolytic deposition is carried out in carbon steel tanks, lined with plastic or rubber, 
resistant to the chemical action of the electrolyte and working temperatures, or stainless-steel 
tanks and equipped with heating installations, thermostats, filters, stirrers, ventilation systems 
etc. Coating of small parts with metal layers is done in rotating electrolytic baths [35]. 

The most used metals for protective coating are shown in Fig. 3.2. Also, the electrolytic 
deposition can be done with the metal alloys shown in the figure, such as Cu-Zn, Sn-Pb, 
Ni-Co etc. 
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Figure 3.2. Metals used for electrolytic deposition. 

 

In the case of electrochemically deposited metal coatings, research in the field has been 
channelled in several directions, including technologies for surface preparation [36–38], 
electrochemical processes for applying metals [39], quality control of metal coatings, 
improvement of properties by changing the parameters or chemical composition of the 
deposited layer [40–43].  

Attempts have also been made to replace toxic cyanide electrolytes with harmless ones 
[44,45]. A special concern in the field is the alloys deposition, which has very special 
qualities compared to the metal’s deposition. These types of coatings are used in nuclear 
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technology, aerospace, electronics, light industry, in the reproduction of art objects of gold, 
silver, copper etc. [46–49] 

3.3.1. Zinc plating 

Zinc is a bluish to white metal. Its main use in industry is to protect metals against 
oxidation. It has a pronounced electronegative character, it is fragile below 100 ºC, but 
above this temperature, up to temperatures of 200 ºC it becomes malleable and ductile. 

Zinc coatings are used in many fields, to improve the corrosion resistance of metallic 
materials on which it is deposited [4,5,35], among which are: 

• automotive industry - obtaining parts as control panels, chassis parts, headlights, 
hoods, coolers etc. 

• mechanical processing industry: lathes for metals; 
• electronics and electrical engineering industry: for the manufacture of various parts 

of electrical machinery and equipment, such as electrical doses; 
• agricultural industry: fertilizer spreaders; 
• household industry: washing machines, automatic washers and dryers etc.; 
• transport industry (train): wagon roofs. 

Zinc coating protects against corrosion in the air with moderate humidity, in air polluted 
with flue gases or sulfur gases, in contact with drinking water and contact with petroleum 
products. Basic zinc salts called "white rust" can form on the surface of Zn coatings. 

Electrolytic galvanizing is performed in acidic and alkaline electrolytes with cyanides. The 
process is carried out with soluble anodes of metallic zinc 99.9%, for glossy galvanizing 
and with purity, 99.8% for matt galvanizing [35]. 

Cyanide electrolytes ensure a fine crystalline microstructure of the deposition and a 
uniform thickness of the layer. These, being toxic, can be replaced with galvanized 
electrolytes. The electrolyte type is chosen depending on the complexity of the part which 
must be coated and the adhesion of the deposited layer. Also, the thickness of the zinc 
layers is established depending on the environment in which the parts work (industrial, 
rural, marine, dry climate etc.) [4,5]. 

To control the appearance and properties of the coating, small amounts of other metals can 
be added to the galvanizing bath, such as antimony, cadmium, tin, lead or aluminium. 

The steps of the galvanizing process are presented in Fig. 3.3 
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Figure 3.3. Zinc plating process. 

 

As the base metal surface must be free of impurities, the metal surface must go through the 
cleaning steps, namely degreasing and pickling. 

A satisfactory state of the metal cleaning is maintained by the use of fluxes, so the next 
step is to introduce the metal into the flux solution. 

The fourth stage of the electrolytic deposition process of zinc layers is the immersion of 
the metal in a zinc bath at high temperatures (depending on the type of electrolyte), thus 
forming on its surface the zinc layer. 

Since zinc coatings are anticorrosive in a maximum humidity of 70%, and under the action 
of oxygen in the air, CO2, H2S and vapours of various substances, basic carbonates are 
formed, which blacken the layer, the freshly galvanized parts are passivated, acquiring a 
greenish-yellow colour [35]. 

After passivation, dehydrogenation is performed at temperatures of 180-200 ºC, for 1.5-2 
hours. 

Literature review 

Many researchers have tried over time to improve the chemical and physical properties of 
zinc layers deposited by electrolytic deposition. For example:  

Asgari H. et al. [50]studied how it influences the corrosion resistance and morphology of 
galvanized zinc coatings, the addition of lead, in different percentages (0.01%, 0.04%, 
0.06% and 0.1%), in the zinc bath. It was observed that as the lead content increases, the 
current density increases and the polarization resistance decreases (Fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4. Changing the polarization resistance value according to the lead content in 
the zinc bath. 

Therefore, the corrosion resistance decreases with the increase of the lead content in the 
zinc bath. Also, with the increase of lead content, the morphology of the samples changes 
significantly, with an increase in basal planes. 

Kania H. et al. [43] studied the corrosion behaviour and microstructure of galvanizing 
coatings obtained by adding aluminium, nickel and bismuth to the zinc bath. The values 
for corrosion resistance were compared with those of a pure zinc bath. In terms of the 
thickness of the deposited layer, it was observed that the zinc layer obtained from the pure 
zinc solution has a thickness of about 52.5 µm, while the other layer has a thickness of 
about 51.1 µm. Regarding the morphology of the deposited layers, both have a similar 
heterogeneous surface, the only difference being the presence of bismuth precipitates on 
the surface of the layer obtained in the zinc bath with Al, Ni and Bi. Following the 
electrochemical tests in solution with 3.5% NaCl, the values of current density and 
corrosion potential were obtained (Fig. 3.5) for the Zn coated sample and for Zn-AlNiBi 
coated sample. 

  

Figure 3.5. Current density and corrosion potential values for the samples covered in 
the Zn bath and the Zn-AlNiBi bath. 
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Thus, it can be seen that the current density value of the zinc-coated sample is lower than 
that of the Zn-AlNiBi-coated sample, which indicates that the sample coated by immersion 
in the zinc bath in which aluminium, nickel and bismuth were added has a lower corrosion 
resistance compared to the Zn-coated sample. This aspect is confirmed by the other two 
corrosion tests performed: neutral salt spray and a humid atmosphere containing sulfur. 
The lower corrosion resistance can be explained by the appearance of galvanic torques 
between bismuth and zinc. 

Grandhi S. et al. [51] investigated the corrosion behaviour and morphology of galvanized 
zinc coating by adding to the zinc bath manganese in percentages of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.2%. To 
prevent the formation of manganese oxides formed on the surface, another chemical 
element was added in the bath which has a higher tendency to oxidize, namely aluminium, 
in a percentage of 2%. It was observed that the addition of manganese in the zinc bath led 
to the alteration of the morphology of the layer, but without changing the layer adhesion to 
the steel surface. The corrosion resistance of the obtained samples was determined by linear 
polarization method in 3.5% NaCl solution, the results being compared with that of a zinc-
coated sample (Figs. 3.6. and 3.7). It can be seen that by adding manganese in the zinc bath 
the current density decreases significantly, while the values of the corrosion potential are 
approximately the same. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Current density values for the studied samples. 
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Figure 3.7. Corrosion potential values for the studied samples. 

 

Analyzing the obtained values of current density and corrosion potentials for zinc-coated 
and Zn-Mn-Al coated samples, it was observed that the corrosion resistance of the coated 
sample in the bath containing 1.2% Mn is 65% higher compared to Zn coated sample. 

As can be seen, many researchers have tried to obtain superior properties of the coating by 
changing the chemical composition of zinc baths. For example, Peng S. et al. [52] added 
aluminium and antimony to the zinc bath and subsequently studied, by various methods 
(neutral salt spray test, potentiodynamic polarization and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy) the corrosion resistance of the obtained layer. Also, Al-Negheimish A. et al. 
[53] demonstrated that the corrosion resistance of steel bars used to reinforce concrete can 
be improved by adding aluminium in different amounts (10%, 15%, 20% and 30%) to the 
zinc bath. In addition, to improve the properties obtained from the galvanizing process, the 
impact of pre-galvanizing treatments on the coating was studied [54–56]. 

3.3.2. Tin plating 

Tin is a metal that has high chemical stability, having a high chemical resistance in 
humidity. It is mainly deposited on parts obtained from copper and its alloys or on steel 
parts (previously copper-plated or brass-plated). 

Tin plating is used in many areas, [5,35] such as: 

• in the food industry - for example, when covering plates used in the manufacture of 
the cans or when covering cutlery and kitchen utensils; 
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• in the electronics and electrical engineering industry - for covering electrical 
contacts, copper cables etc.; 

• aerospace industry; 
• jewelry manufacturing; 
• to cover piston rings or aluminium pistons; 
• for the protection of surfaces against thermochemical treatments etc. 

The tin coating protects against corrosion in several corrosive environments, such as: in 
the atmosphere, in seawater, in ammonia, in diluted organic acids and liquid fuels. 
However, it has low corrosion resistance in mineral acids and hydroxides. 

The electrolytic deposition of tin can be done with two different types of electrolytes: 

• acid electrolytes: with soluble Sn2+ salts; 
• alkaline electrolytes, in which tin is in the form of Sn4+. 

The electrolytes used for tin coating are of three types [35]: 

• sulphate (chemical composition: stannous sulphate, gelatin, cresol-sulfonic acid, 
sulfuric acid, β-naphthol), the coating taking place at a temperature of 20-25 ºC; 

• fluoroborate (chemical composition: stannous fluoroborate, gelatin, free boric acid, 
free fluoroboric acid, metallic tin, β-naphthol), the coating taking place at a 
temperature of 20-35 ºC; 

• stannate (chemical composition: sodium stannate, sodium perborate, sodium 
hydroxide, sodium acetate), the coating taking place at a temperature of 60-80 ºC. 

The adhesion of tin layers is higher in the case of depositions made in alkaline baths 
compared to those obtained in acidic baths. 

The steps of the electrolytic deposition process of the tin layers are presented in Figs. 3.8. 

For the surface to be uniformly coated, before the electrolytic deposition of the tin, the part 
must go through several cleaning steps, depending on the condition of the surface on which 
the tin layer will be deposited. Usually, the cleaning steps are: grit blasting (to remove 
impurities from the surface), boiling (in order to remove grease on the surface without 
using chemical additives), degreasing (in order to remove the grease and oil) and rising (to 
remove the chemical compounds from the metal surface that remained after degreasing). 

The next step after cleaning the metal surface is electroplating. Before the actual plating, 
the tin plating bath must be prepared, depending on the coating properties we want to obtain 
and depending on the nature of the base metal.  
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In order to improve the corrosion resistance of the tin coating or to prevent hydrogen 
embrittlement, it is necessary a post-treatment stage. Also, after passivation, the surface is 
greased with a thin layer of oil.  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Flow tin plating process. 

 

The product obtained from the electrolytic deposition process of tin can be considered a 
material consisting of five layers (Fig. 3.9).  

 

Figure 3.9. The structure of tin coating on steel, obtained by electrolytic deposition.  
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Literature review 

Many researchers have studied the effects of changes in electrolyte deposition parameters 
on the properties of tin coatings. For example, Sharma A. and Ahn B. [57] studied the 
effect of bath pH as well as the effect of current density on the properties and morphology 
of tin coating on copper substrate. The electrolyte used is stannate and the pH of the baths 
varied from 9 to 14. The samples obtained were studied by XRD, linear polarization 
method, SEM and micro-hardness. Regarding the corrosion resistance, it was concluded 
that the tin layers obtained in solutions with pH = 9 or 10 have low corrosion resistance, 
an aspect also supported by SEM images where it could be seen that the obtained layer is 
porous. Regarding the current density, it was observed that the thickness of the Sn layer 
and the coating speed depend on its value. The best properties being obtained at the value 
of the current density of 15 mA cm2 and a pH of 13. 

Also, Sekar R. et al. [58] studied the effects of adding different additives in the plating bath 
on the morphology and corrosion resistance properties of the tin coating. The additive 
added in the plating bath is nil, peptone, gelatin, β-Naphthol, Histidine and polyethene 
glycol. From the corrosion point of view (linear polarization and electrochemical 
spectroscopy impedance tests, Figs. 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12), it was observed that the samples 
obtained in the bath containing peptone have the highest corrosion resistance.  

 

 

Figure 3.10. The current density values depending on the additive type in the tin plating 
bath. 
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Figure 3.11. The corrosion potential values depending on the additive type in the tin 
plating bath. 

 

Figure 3.12. The charge transfer resistance values depending on the additive type in the 
tin plating bath. 
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A very studied topic in recent years has been the use of tin coatings or coatings with tin 
alloys on materials used for lithium-ion batteries. E.g. Deng M.J. et al. [59] studied the 
electrolytic deposition of tin on mesocarbon microbead powder. Also, Li C.F. et al. [60] 
studied the Sn/LiO2 coating on stainless steel substrates for lithium batteries.  

3.3.3. Chrome plating 

Chromium is a white-silver metal that has high corrosion resistance (due to the accentuated 
tendency of passivation), high resistance to mechanical wear and a pleasant appearance. It 
is deposited electrochemically (cathodic) on almost all metals (nickel, copper, zinc, 
aluminium etc.). 

The chrome coating not only helps protect against corrosion but also ensures good 
resistance to mechanical wear. The high stability of chromium coatings against oxidizing 
media (nitric acid) is due to the formation of a thin and invisible layer of chromium oxide. 

Due to its high light reflection capacity, chrome plating can replace silver plating. Because, 
although silver has a higher coefficient of reflection than chromium, it is not stable in the 
atmosphere, reacting with hydrogen sulfide and forming a layer of black silver sulfide [4,5]. 

The chromium layer has a high chemical resistance up to temperatures of 500 ºC but is 
attacked by halogenated acids and sulfuric acid. 

Depending on the parameters used for electrolytic deposition of chrome layers, there are 
three types of chrome plating. The most important and used are the decorative chrome 
plating and the hard chrome plating, presented in Fig. 3.13. 

Another chrome plating type is black chrome plating, generally used in the solar energy 
industry or the manufacture of thermal and optical appliances. It has multiple properties, 
such as good thermal conductivity, high thermal resistance (up to 600 ºC), good light 
absorption capacity etc. Black chrome plating can be done directly on steel or an 
intermediate layer of nickel. Black chromium coatings are obtained under certain 
conditions, when chromium plating is performed in an electrolyte with a low sulfuric acid 
content, using a low temperature and a very high current density [35]. 

Another type of chrome plating is porous chrome plating. Porous chrome coatings are 
normal chrome coatings, on which numerous very small pores are created by certain 
methods, due to which the wetting surface of the chrome layer by the oil becomes very 
good. These can be obtained by three methods: 

• mechanical method - consists in roughing the base surface using cutting tools or by 
sandblasting with sand or cast iron; 
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• chemical method - consists in processing chromed surfaces in solutions based on 
sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid; 

• electrochemical method - consists of the additional anodic processing of the 
chromed part in an electrolyte like the one in which the chrome plating was 
performed. 

Porous chrome plating is used on the cylinder liners of diesel engines, bushings, bearings 
etc. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Chrome plating types.  
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The steps of the chrome plating are shown in Fig. 3.14. 

 

Figure 3.14. Chrome plating process. 

 

The surface preparation steps may be different depending on the surface condition of the 
base metal and its nature. 

Due to the properties of chromium to passivate, it becomes more electropositive compared 
to iron, so that in the case of galvanic chromium-iron torque, it does not protect iron against 
corrosion. Therefore, after coating the steel with chrome, a nickel or copper coating is 
recommended. Also, due to the dissolution reaction of copper with the chrome plating 
solution, it is not recommended to cover copper or copper alloys.  

In the case of decorative chrome plating, if the nickel plating was carried out in an 
electrolyte without the addition of gloss, the coating obtained is polished by mechanical 
processes, followed by degreasing in lime, washing in running water and chrome plating. 
If the nickel plating was performed in an electrolyte with the addition of gloss, the coated 
part is washed in cold running water and then coated with chrome. After drying, the part is 
subjected to technical inspection. 

Literature review 

Over time, the properties of chrome coatings have been studied depending on the process 
parameters or the thickness of the chromium layer. For example, Santos B.A.F. et al. [61] 

studied the properties of the chromium layer depending on its thickness (11-12 µm, 13-16 
µm, 19-20 µm, 20-22 µm and 29-34 µm). The corrosion resistance of the samples was 
determined by linear polarization method in solution with 3.5% NaCl and salt spray 
chamber test, the samples being exposed to a solution with 5% NaCl. Following the salt 
spray chamber test, it was observed that points or localized corrosion areas appear on the 
surface, the sample with the highest thickness having the highest corrosion resistance. This 
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aspect is also confirmed by the linear polarization tests, where it could be observed that 
with the increase of the thickness of the deposited layer, the corrosion resistance of the 
sample also increases. 

Also, Li J. et al. [62] studied the hardness and corrosion properties of trivalent chromium 
plating coatings. The parameters (time, current density and tank pressure) used in the 
plating process are different. From the corrosion resistance point of view, the researcher 
recommends being added in the plating solution a nanometer additive to improve the 
corrosion resistance of the trivalent chromium coatings.  

Dongwook L. et al. [63] compared the properties of the chromium coatings obtained by 
pulse-reverse electroplating and those obtained by direct current electroplating, also they 
studied the effect of anodic time on the properties of the chromium layers. Regarding the 
corrosion resistance of the samples, it was observed that the best corrosion resistance is 
presented by the chromium layers obtained by pulse-reverse electroplating compared to 
those obtained by direct current electroplating. 

Other researchers have compared different types of coatings to determine which are more 
suitable in certain applications. For example, Deepak J.R. et al. [64] compared the chrome, 
copper, nickel and zinc coatings on the steel surface in terms of morphology, hardness and 
corrosion resistance, to use them in construction applications. The corrosion resistance of the 
samples was determined by the linear polarization method and by electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy in a 3.5% NaCl solution. The values of corrosion potential, current 
density and subsequent charge transfer resistance were compared (Figs. 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17). 

 

 

Figure 3.15. The current density values of the steel and Cr, Cu, Ni, Zn coatings.  
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Figure 3.16 The corrosion potential values of the steel and Cr, Cu, Ni, Zn coatings. 

 

Figure 3.17. The charge transfer resistance values of the steel and Cr, Cu, Ni, Zn 
coatings. 

 

These values indicate that the chrome plating has the best corrosion resistance due to the strong 
passive Cr layer which acts as a barrier between the steel and the corrosive environment. 

Viswanathan R. et al. [65] studied the possibility of using chrome coatings on magnesium 
alloys used in the aerospace industry. 

Of course, in search of solutions to improve the properties of materials used in various 
applications, many researchers have studied the possibility of replacing chrome coatings 
with other types of coatings. For example, Tay S. L. et al. [66] suggested the replacement 
of hard chrome plating with cirrus doped electroless nickel coating, due to the excellent 
properties of corrosion resistance, wear-resistance and hardness.  
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Other researchers, such as Wang Q. et al. [67] demonstrated that carbide-based coatings 
namely WC-40Cr3C2-24NiCr layer deposited by high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) are a 
potential candidate to replace the hard chrome plating coatings due to the highest wear 
resistance hardness and slurry erosion resistance. 

3.3.4. Nickel plating  

Nickel is a yellowish-white metal that has chemical stability in the atmosphere. Therefore, 
it is used in electroplating to obtain a corrosion resistance of metallic materials in contact 
with atmospheric air, alkaline hydroxides or even in contact with weak organic acids, 
natural and distilled water. The high stability of nickel is explained by the formation on its 
surface of a protective film of nickel hydroxide [5]. However, it is strongly attacked, under 
certain conditions, by chlorine, sulfur compounds and various acids, such as hydrochloric 
acid, nitric acid, sulfuric acid etc. Depending on the parameters at which the nickel plating 
is performed (current density, temperature etc.) there are several types of nickel plating, 
which are presented in Fig. 3.18. 

Nickel plating is done for two reasons: 

• protection of metals against corrosion: medical instruments, household items, in the 
food industry etc. 

• decorative finishing of the surface 

Literature review 

Wang Y. et al. [68] studied a method to obtain a super-hydrophobic surface on a 
magnesium alloy by depositing a nickel layer on the Mg alloy surface. Also, this study was 
investigated the wettability and corrosion behaviour of the obtained layer. The corrosion 
resistance was analyzed by linear polarization in 3.5% NaCl solution for three types of 
samples: Mg alloy sample (1), the Mg alloy sample modified with stearic acid (2) and the 
Mg alloy sample modified with stearic acid coated with nickel layer (3). The corrosion 
potential, current density and corrosion rate obtained are presented in Fig. 3.19. 

According to the values presented in Fig. 3.19, the sample with the highest corrosion 
resistance is the Mg alloy sample modified with stearic acid and covered with a nickel 
layer. This conclusion is supported by the values of the contact angle measured that show 
that the surface of the third type of sample is super-hydrophobic.  

Hiang T. et al. [41] investigated how the current density influences the wettability and 
corrosion resistance properties of nickel coating. For nickel electroplating was used 
different values of current density such as 2 A/dm2, 4 A/dm2, 6 A/dm2 and 8 A/dm2. Also, 
they studied two types of coatings: nickel coating and nickel coating modified by myristic 
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acid. The corrosion resistance was evaluated by the linear polarization method and EIS. It 
was observed that depending on the value of the current density the morphology and 
wettability of the samples are changed. The best mechanical stability and wettability 
properties were obtained for the 6 A/dm2 current density. Also, the sample coated with 
nickel and modified by myristic acid has the highest corrosion resistance.  

 

 

Figure 3.18. Nickel plating types.  
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Figure 3.19. The values of corrosion potential, current density and corrosion rate for the 
studied samples. 

 

Laszczynska A. et al. [69] studied the corrosion properties of nickel-molybdenum coatings 
with different content of Mo. The corrosion properties of coatings were investigated using 
the linear polarization method and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy for six types 
of samples coated with Ni, Ni-Mo (with Mo content of ≅ 11.1, 19.4, 21.1, 25.6, 28.4, 31.6). 
The SEM micrographs (Fig. 3.20) shows a big change in the morphology of the studied 
layers. The surface of Ni coating is composed of pyramidal grains. With the addition of 
molybdenum in the plating bath, the surface morphology changes significantly, reaching 
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that at 31.6% Mo in the bath the sample surface to be smooth, not being able to observe 
the grains. 

 

Figure 3.20. The SEM micrographs for (a) Ni coating and (b) Ni-Mo coating with 31.6 
Mo content. 

 

From the corrosion point of view for a longer exposure time, it was observed that the 
samples with the highest corrosion resistance are those that are covered with Ni-Mo (21-
28% Mo content), due to the formation of a Mo oxides passive film. 

Birlik I. and Ak Azem N.F. [70] studied the influence of the plating bath composition on 
the morphology and the properties of Ni coatings. Jiang N. et al. [71] investigated a 
possibility to improve the corrosion resistance of carbon steel in an acidic chloride 
environment by depositing nickel-phosphorus (Ni-P) / nano-ZnO multilayer coating on its 
surface. Rahimi E. et al. [72] studied the effect of different contents of H3BO3 in the plating 
bath on the morphology and corrosion resistance of nickel coatings.  

3.3.5. Copper plating 

Copper is a reddish, easy-to-process metal that has good thermal and electrical conductivity 
properties. 

Due to its low resistance to oxidation in the atmosphere, copper is not used for corrosion 
protection (especially in the case of steels, it accelerates the corrosion of iron) and not for 
decorative coatings. However, copper coatings are stable to water and mineral acids, which 
do not have the action of oxidation [35]. 
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In general, copper coatings are applied before thermochemical treatments to carburize 
steels and are used as an intermediate layer for nickel plating, chrome plating and silver 
plating of steels. 

Copper coatings are used for several purposes [4,5]: 

• the intermediate layer, between steel and other metal, deposited to increase the 
corrosion resistance and obtain a surface with mirror gloss; 

• protection against cementation, because the copper coatings prevent carbon 
entanglement; 

• to protect steel parts against nitriding; 
• to reconditioning used parts and drawing or blackmailing operations. 

The electrolytes used in copper are of two types: acids (copper sulphate, copper oxalate, 
etc.) and alkaline (copper cyanide, copper pyrophosphate, etc.). 

Considering that one of the main uses of copper coatings is the local protection of the parts 
against cementation, in Fig. 3.21 the stages of the copper plating process are presented. 

 

 

Figure 3.21. Copper plating process for local protection of parts against cementation. 

 

Literature review 

Raghupathy Y. et al. [73] investigated the influence of graphene oxide (GO) on corrosion 
resistance and morphology of Cu-GO coatings. The corrosion resistance of the studied 
samples (mild steel sample -MS, steel sample coated with Cu – Cu/MS, steel sample coated 
with Cu-GO using different baths – Cu-GO1/MS, Cu-GO2/MS and Cu-GO3/MS) was 
analyzed by linear polarization method in 3.5 % NaCl based solution. The values of 
corrosion potential and current density obtained are presented in Fig. 3.22.  
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According to the obtained values, it can be observed that the corrosion resistance of the 
mild steel is improved by covering its surface with a copper layer. However, we compare 
the corrosion potential and current density values of all the samples, the Cu-Go samples 
have the highest corrosion resistance.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.22. The values of corrosion potential and current density for the studied 
samples. 

 

Many researchers conducted studies related to the use of copper coating on different types 
of materials. For example, Huang J. et al. [74] studied a method to obtain a high-adhesion 
Cu layer deposited on polyethene terephthalate, concluding that this method can be used 
for future flexible printed circuit board industry. Azar G. T. P. et al. [75] analyzed the effect 
of different CuNP based catalysts on Cu plating on textiles. The study revealed that CuNP 
catalysts can be used successfully to produce a highly conductive copper coating on 
textiles. Also, Liu W. [38] investigated the possibility to modify the mica powder surface 
to be able to be covered with copper. Before Cu plating of mica powder surface, the powder 
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was activated using nano-nickel and coarsened using ultrasound, obtaining a uniform Cu 
layer.  

3.3.6. Silver plating 

Silver is a white metal that has plasticity and malleability properties. 

Silver coatings have many benefits [35], such as: 

• high light reflective capacity; 
• easy to clean/polish; 
• good antifriction properties; 
• high electrical conductivity; 
• high corrosion resistance in the atmosphere. 
• Its applications are variants, being used in several fields, such as:  
• electronics and electrical engineering - to protect and increase the electrical 

conductivity of various metals used in the manufacture of electrical appliances; 
• decorative industry - for covering cutlery and various art objects, as well as for 

jewelry; 
• in the optical industry, in astronomy - to improve the reflection coefficient of 

surfaces used in optical and astronomical devices, reflectors etc.; 
• in the chemical industry for the protection of chemical apparatus or against the 

action of alkaline solutions etc.; 
• in the industry - to improve the sliding properties of the surfaces subjected to 

friction. 

If high mechanical strength is needed, it is alloyed with antimony, selenium or tellurium. 
Also, if it is necessary to have a high resistance to wear, a layer of nickel will initially be 
deposited on the piece on which the silvering is to be made [76,77]. 

Silver coatings can be made on several metals, such as copper and its alloys, nickel and its 
alloys, aluminium and its alloys, zinc alloys and steels [78]. In the case of steel parts to 
improve the adhesion of the silver layer, before silver plating, either copper, brass or nickel 
plating is made. Highly alkaline electrolytes can be used for silver coatings. 

The steps of the silvering process are shown in Figs. 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23. Silver plating process. 

 

Given that there is a large difference between the value of the electrochemical potential of 
silver and that of iron, when introducing steel into the silver bath, on its surface occurs the 
deposition of a silver layer with poor adhesion. Therefore, to prevent the deposition of 
silver by contact, other metals are initially deposited on the steel parts. To reduce the 
difference between the two values of the electrochemical potential, the parts can be 
amalgamated in weak mercury solutions or a preliminary silver plating can be performed 
in a silver electrolyte with low silver ion content and a high free cyanide content. 

3.3.7. Gold plating 

Gold electrolytic deposits have wide use in jewelry making, electronics, cosmonautics etc. 
They have the following properties: 

• superior corrosion resistance to other types of galvanic coatings; 
• high thermal conductivity; 
• high electrical conductivity; 
• decorative aspect; 
• low wear resistance. 

If a high layer hardness is required, nickel-gold alloys or cobalt-gold alloys are used for 
deposition. 

Due to the high price, it is mainly used to cover the parts of special radio-technical and 
electrotechnical devices, precision devices to protect them against corrosion [79]. 
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The stages of the technological process are similar to those of the other electrolytic 
depositions [35], having the following stages: 

• electrochemical degreasing; 
• washing in hot water and cold running water; 
• pickling in sulfuric acid solution; 
• washing in cold running water; 
• pickling in potassium cyanide solutions (for silver or copper parts); 
• washing in cold running water; 
• gold plating; 
• washing in cold distilled water (for electrolyte collection), then washing in cold 

running water; 
• drying; 
• technical control. 

If the parts require a thorough decorative finishing before degreasing and after gold plating, 
the polishing operation is performed. 

For gold plating, cyanuric electrolytes are used, which can be obtained either by anodic 
dissolution or by chemical dissolution, chlorinated electrolytes and ferrocyanide 
electrolytes [76,80]. 

Gold plating can be done on copper and copper alloy parts, as well as steel parts. 

3.3.8. Cadmium plating 

Cadmium is a white metal that has malleability and ductility properties similar to silver. 

Cadmium depositions are used for technical corrosion protection, especially in contact with 
saltwater or chloride-based solutions, but due to high costs and toxicity [81], their use is 
reduced [4,5]. 

Sulfate, fluoroborate, cyanide and sulfamate electrolytes are used for cadmium coatings. 
The cadmium coating has good resistance to atmospheric corrosion, in marine climate, in 
contact with carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, combustion gazelles and alkaline solutions. 
But it has low resistance to corrosion in distilled water, hydroxides, ammonia, chlorine, 
organic acids and minerals. To improve corrosion resistance, the cadmium coatings are 
passivated and dehydrogenated [82,83]. 

Other properties of cadmium coatings are low electrical contact resistance, superior 
ductility, ease of soldering, very good adhesion, malleability, high durability and lower 
hardness compared to zinc coatings etc. 
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Cadmium plating is used to coat steel, copper, aluminium and aluminium alloys. Cadmium 
plating is used to cover electrical parts and contacts mechanically stressed parts (springs, 
spark plugs, nuts, screws etc.) or to protect silver or nickel parts against blackening. 

The technological process of cadmium deposition includes the following main stages: 
chemical degreasing, washing, chemical pickling, washing, cadmium plating, washing and 
technical control. If an improvement in the gloss of cadmium coatings is needed, after 
cadmium plating and washing, the parts are introduced into a 1% nitric acid solution or 
into chromic acid-based solutions. To increase the hardness, after cadmium coating, heat 
treatments can be applied to the parts, and to improve the corrosion resistance, it is 
recommended to apply thin layers of nickel and chromium [35]. 

3.3.9. Lead plating 

Lead is a grey, heavy, malleable metal with a low melting point. 

Because lead does not alloy with iron, it is necessary to use another metal that is easily 
alloyed with steel and forms a solid solution together with lead (e.g. tin). The coatings 
obtained are cheap, corrosion-resistant and with a smooth surface [84]. 

The lead coating has great advantages due to the high purity of the deposited metal. They 
are used to protect metals from the action of sulfuric acid, sulfurous water, sulfides and 
sulphates [85]. 

It is used in the chemical industry, in the military industry, in the automotive industry in 
the manufacture of gas tanks, exhaust drums, air filters. It is also used in fire extinguishers, 
boats etc. 

3.3.10. Aluminium plating 

Aluminium coatings are used in many fields, such as navigation, the aerospace industry, 
the electrical industry, the nuclear industry, the energy industry (manufacture of mirrors 
for capturing solar energy), etc. 

The alloying is performed on iron alloys, copper and its alloys, as well as nickel and its 
alloys. 

3.3.11. Iron plating 

The iron coating has a silvery-white colour and has a compact microcrystalline structure. 
The properties of iron coatings are different from those of iron alloys, for example, it has 
a higher corrosion resistance compared to low carbon steel. The other properties differ 
depending on the electrolytes used, for example, if sulphate electrolytes are used, the 
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structure of the iron coating will be more fragile compared to the iron coatings obtained 
with chloride-based electrolytes that have high plasticity [86]. 

Iron coatings are not used as a method of corrosion protection because they oxidize easily. 
Therefore, boiling is applied in: 

• the printing industry to increase the wear resistance of lead stereotypes or printing 
plates; 

• in the automotive and tractor industry for reconditioning used parts; 

• for obtaining iron powders; 

• coating hard alloy plates before gluing them to tools. 

The technological process of iron plating to restore the dimensions of machine parts 
resembles that of other types of electrolytic deposits and includes the following stages: 
mechanical preparation (grinding or turning), insulation of parts not to be covered with 
bakelite varnish, perchlorvinyl lacquer etc.), mounting parts on the device, degreasing in 
alkaline solutions, washing, electrochemical pickling, washing, iron plating, washing, 
disassembly on the device, heat treatment of parts to dehydrogenate the part and change 
the mechanical characteristics of the coating and technical control [35]. 

3.3.12. Brass plating 

Brass is a reddish-yellow copper-zinc alloy, depending on the percentage of copper and 
zinc. Brass coatings have higher hardness compared to copper coatings and high adhesion. 

Brass plating is one of the oldest electrochemical deposition procedures. It is applied on 
steel, aluminium, zinc or as an intermediate layer for silver plating, nickel plating etc. [4,5]. 

In terms of corrosion resistance, brass coatings oxidize in air and do not resist the action of 
hydrogen sulfide. Brass is difficult to solubilize in hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid and 
is easily solubilized in nitric acid. Cyanuric and pyrophosphoric electrolytes are used for 
brass plating [87]. 

The applications of brass coatings are: 

• in the decorative industry - for the protection of various household objects, lighting 
fixtures, art objects etc.; 

• in the machine-building industry for coating parts before rubber or those working 
in water vapour atmospheres; 

• as an intermediate layer between steel and nickel, steel and silver, due to the high 
adhesion. 
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The technological process of brass plating contains the following steps: sanding, 
degreasing in lime or organic solvents, washing, brass plating, washing, drying, passivation 
or colouring of the coating [88]. 

3.4. Spray metal coatings 

Spray metal coating is a thermomechanical process of coating a metal surface with another 
metal or alloy. This coating method can be used to deposit layers of aluminium, lead, 
nickel, tin, cadmium, copper and alloys (brass, coin, stainless steel, bronze, etc.). 

In the case of this coating, the liquid metal is projected at high speed on the surface of the base 
material. The metal particles sprayed on the surface of the base metal form a layer due to the 
cohesive forces that appear between the metal molecules and due to the mechanical adhesion 
to the rough surface of the base material. The adhesion of the deposited layer depends very 
much on the spray speed of the metal and the surface condition of the base metal [89]. 

Depending on the material deposited on the base material surface, certain properties are 
improved, such as: 

• Wear resistance; 

• Resistance to high temperatures; 

• Hardness; 

• Corrosion and oxidation resistance; 

• Thermal protection; 

• Electrical insulation. 

Due to its many properties, spray coating is used in many fields such as the electrical 
industry (capacitors, resistors), printing industry, medicine, jewelry and art industry, and 
for grinding parts. 

Spray deposition has certain advantages and disadvantages that must be taken into account 
when choosing the deposition process. Among the advantages can be mentioned: high 
productivity, the possibility of covering certain areas of a part and of course the possibility 
of applying successive metal layers with different chemical compositions [89,90]. 

Regarding the disadvantages, in this method the material consumption is high, and the 
surfaces with deep holes or small concavity cannot be covered. Also, the deposited layer 
has an uneven thickness, with a porous structure, so there is the possibility of forming 
galvanic couplings between the deposited metal and the base metal, thus speeding up 
corrosion. Although productivity is high, the spraying process has a high cost, requiring 
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equipment and installations for metallization and preparation of the base metal surface (by 
sandblasting) and also being required for the deposition of high purity materials. From the 
point of view of safety and health at work, as well as pollution, after spraying metal, metal 
dust is formed, high noise and toxic gases can be released, which involves taking measures 
for safety and health at work [4,5]. 

The deposition of the layers by spraying is done with the help of a spray gun, which aims 
to melt the deposited metal, spray and entrain the particles formed to the surface to be 
metallized, in which the metal is introduced in the form of wire or powder. To reach the 
liquid state, the metal is melted with the help of a flame, electric arc or plasma (allows the 
spraying of metal oxides and refractory materials with high melting point). 

Spray coatings are made by different processes: thermal spray, arc spray, plasma spray, 
supersonic spray and detonation spray. 

For the deposited layers to adhere very well to the surface of the base metal, it is necessary 
for the part to initially go through the surface preparation operations (degreasing, pickling 
and sandblasting). Given that the clean surface of the base material can oxidize quickly, it 
is important that immediately after the completion of the surface preparation, the spray 
deposition be carried out. Therefore, to avoid oxidation, there are automatic installations 
that perform electronically sandblasting and subsequently spraying the metal. 

3.5. Diffusion coatings 

Diffusion coating consists of covering the surface by changing the chemical composition of 
the base metal, to a certain depth, using an alloying element that diffuses into the surface layer. 

The method consists in enriching the outer layer of the parts with atoms of corrosion-
resistant metals or which lead to the formation, together with the atoms of the base metal, 
of structural constituents with properties superior to the base metal [91,92]. 

The method is based on the elementary processes that take place in the active environment 
of dissociation, adsorption and diffusion of atoms [93]. 

Aluminium, chromium, zinc and silicon layers can be deposited by this coating process 
(Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1. Types of diffusion coatings. 
Deposited 

metal 
Process 
name 

Properties Deposition 
processes used 

Base materials 

Al Aluminization 

Oxidation resistance 
at high operating 
temperatures, 700-
750 ºC 

in solid medium 
(powder mixtures)  
in molten Al baths.  

low carbon steels 
mild carbon steels 
grey cast iron 

Cr Chromising 

Superficial 
hardening Resistance 
to oxidation and 
corrosion at high 
temperatures 
Wear resistance 

in solid medium 
in liquid medium 
in a gaseous 
medium 
vacuum chromising 
in fluidized layer 

low carbon steels; 
alloys based on 
chromium, cobalt, 
nickel 

Zn Serardization 

Resistance to 
atmospheric 
oxidation and 
corrosion 

in zinc baths heated 
to a temperature of 
400ºC 

steel 
cast iron 

Si Silicide 

Oxidation resistance 
up to 870 ºC 
Corrosion resistance 
in acidic media (HCl 
and H2SO4) 
Wear resistance 
High hardness 

 in silicon baths 
heated to a 
temperature of 
700ºC 

low carbon steel 
cast iron 

3.6. Cladding coatings 

Cladding is a process of the permanent joining of two or more layered metals using 
cohesive forces and surface tension forces. 

This is an effective method of protecting a metal with another corrosion-resistant metal. 
The cladding process combines the physical and mechanical properties of the base material 
with the anticorrosive properties of the deposited material (e.g. stainless steel deposited on 
carbon steel, gold-plated brass plating etc.). The adhesion of the protective layer is based 
on the diffusion under the simultaneous action of temperature and pressure [3]. 

The cladding process is done by casting, rolling, melting, welding or pressing on perfectly 
clean surfaces (degreased and pickled). Good adhesion between the two materials is 
obtained when they diffuse into each other. Compared to other types of coatings, the layers 
deposited by mechanical plating are thicker [4]. 

Metals that are used for cladding are aluminium, lead, nickel, copper, stainless steel etc. 

The direct cladding process is done by casting the metal on the prepared surface 
(preheated) of the base material. The cladding piece is preheated. By solidifying the 
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deposited metal on the surface of the base material, the adhesion between those two 
materials is achieved by diffusion to obtain a unitary laminated part. For example, copper-
plated steel can be made by casting, the copper being heated to melting temperatures and 
then cast around the steel or the steel can be immersed in a molten copper bath. For 
example, copper-plated steel can be made by casting, the copper being heated to melting 
temperatures and then poured around the steel or the steel can be immersed in a molten 
copper bath. Thus, electrical conductors can be obtained, which have the properties of high 
mechanical strength of steel and the electrical conductivity of copper [5,94,95]. 

Press cladding is performed by pressing the cladding surfaces in such a way that the 
adhesion forces are necessary for a monolith piece to appear between them. Press cladding 
is done usually at high temperatures and under certain conditions at room temperature [96]. 

Roll cladding is done at temperatures corresponding to the ingot deformation. Aluminium 
cladding is done by rolling the steel, cleaning it and placing it between two aluminium 
sheets and cold or hot rolled for better adhesion of the aluminium layer deposited on the 
steel surface [97,98]. Also, hot rolling can be covered the carbon steel surface with a layer 
of stainless steel. 

Weld cladding is applied to large bimetallic products (boilers, plates etc.). The metal can 
be deposited either by melting one or more wire or strip electrodes using the electric arc 
under a flux layer, on the surface of the base metal. This method is generally used to 
improve the abrasion resistance, for example for excavation tools [99,100]. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Methods of Corrosion Protection by Depositing 
Inorganic and Organic Protective Layers 

4.1. Introduction - inorganic protective layers 

The process of coating with inorganic protective layers is based on the deposition of layers 
of inorganic compounds, chemically or electrochemically, by converting the surface metal 
layer into sparingly soluble metal products (oxides, phosphates, chromates, nitrides) or 
deposition of silicate-based masses or covering with ceramic materials. The quality of the 
coatings depends on the surface preparation and the working parameters [1,2]. 

Inorganic layers can be deposited by chemical or electrochemical conversion. The 
conversion layers result from the reaction between a reactant and the metal surface, 
forming a compounds film adhering to the surface, which ensures an increase in corrosion 
resistance and wears resistance, a low coefficient of friction, thermal and electrical 
insulation, relief of cold plastic deformation or can have a decorative role [3,4]. 

By chemical conversion, the metal surface reacts with an aqueous solution, resulting in a 
film of adherent and relatively compact corrosion products, which insulates the surface 
from the corrosive environment [5]. The chemical conversion processes are: phosphating, 
chromatization, sulfurization and misting. 

The electrochemical conversion consists of the formation of a surface oxide layer of the 
base metal as a result of the reaction with oxygen resulting from electrolysis. The obtained 
layer has good corrosion-resistant, wear resistance and fatigue resistance [6]. Also, it has 
decorative properties and thermal and electrical insulation. The oxide formation processes 
are anodizing of aluminium, with Al2O3 formation; anodizing of other metals, with the 
formation of the oxide layer of the respective metal and electrolytic sulfurization with the 
formation of iron sulfide. 

4.2. Phosphating 

Phosphating is a process of coating metals, which consists in the formation on the metal 
surface a fine crystals layer of stable metal phosphates (iron, manganese or zinc) from 
aqueous solutions containing primary metal phosphates. These phosphates are hardly 
soluble in water, but soluble in mineral acids [7,8]. 
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The coating can be presented under two physical aspects: the phosphatization itself, with a 
crystalline structure and the passivation, characterized by an amorphous coating. 

Phosphate layers can be deposited on the surface of cast iron, steel, zinc, cadmium, 
magnesium, aluminium and their alloys. 

The mechanism of the phosphate layer deposition process 

For the formation of the phosphate layer, the most used metal ions are zinc, iron and 
manganese.  

By introducing ferrous alloys (steel or cast iron) into the phosphating bath, following 
contact with free phosphoric acid or acid phosphates, the iron begins to dissolve according 
to the reaction (eq. 4.1): 

2𝐻𝐻3𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 ⇔ 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒(𝐻𝐻2𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4)2 + 𝐻𝐻2 ↑ (4.1) 

The longer the reaction time between iron and phosphoric acid, the lower the concentration 
of acid, which leads to the enrichment of the solution with iron ions. At a certain 
concentration of phosphoric acid, the iron dissolution reaction takes place, and a thin film 
of iron phosphate is formed on the surface of the iron alloy, this layer having very low 
protection against corrosion [8,9]. 

To obtain a layer of phosphates that will provide the material with high protection against 
corrosion, high temperatures of the solution and a low acid concentration are required. 
Coating phosphates result from the reaction between metal and phosphoric acid, a reaction 
accompanied by the release of hydrogen, where the primary metal phosphates dissociate 
into secondary phosphates (eq. 4.2):[10] 

3𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒(𝐻𝐻2𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4)2 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 ⇔ 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒3(𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4)2 + 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4 + 3𝐻𝐻3𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛4 + 𝐻𝐻2 ↑ (4.2) 

where 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 - ions of the metal used (zinc, iron, manganese etc.). 

Phosphate layers properties 

Depending on the metal ions used in the solution, as well as the chemical composition of 
the phosphating solution [10–12], the phosphate layer deposited on the metal surface may 
have the following properties: 

• resistance to high temperatures (approx. 500 ºC); 
• high electrical resistance, being good electrical insulators; 
• high adhesion capacity of oil and paint layers (used as a basis for future coatings); 
• high porosity; 
• corrosion resistance; 
• crystalline or matte appearance; 
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• dark light grey or dark grey colour depending on the composition of the phosphating 
solution (dark grey - solution with high iron content, light grey - zinc phosphate 
layers). 

• does not change the properties of the base material, such as elasticity, hardness, 
magnetic properties etc.; 

• low frictional resistance, but by coating with lubricant the phosphate layer 
contributes to the decrease of coefficient of friction; 

• low plasticity. 

Applications of the phosphating process [8] 

• protection against corrosion; 
• decrease of the coefficient of friction due to the increase of the capacity of the 

materials to absorb lubricant: for covering some moving parts (bearings, axles etc.) 
or for plastic deformation (rolling, drawing, etc.); 

• electrical insulation of stators, rotor plates, transformer plates etc.; 
• for the preparation of the surface before painting, especially in the automotive 

industry; 
• for local insulation of parts subjected to soldering, galvanizing or plumbing. 

Phosphating processes 

The processes for depositing phosphate layers are classified according to several criteria 
[8,10,13–16], which are presented in Fig. 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1. The classification of the phosphating process 
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Electrochemical phosphating is performed either with the help of direct current, the piece 
playing the role of a cathode, or passing through the bath an alternating current which, in 
the anodic stage dissolves iron and in the cathodic stage facilitates the release of hydrogen. 
The electrochemical process results in a deposition of a dense monocrystalline layer. 

From the chemical composition of the phosphating solution point of view, phosphating 
solutions that do not contain oxidants have many disadvantages, among which: lower 
corrosion resistance of the obtained coating, short service life, consumes large amounts of 
chemicals and long process time.  

By adding oxidants to the phosphating solutions, the above-mentioned disadvantages are 
eliminated. Among the oxidants used are chlorates, nitrates and nitrites that help to 
transform soluble primary ferrous phosphate into insoluble ferric phosphate, which is 
deposited on the bottom of the phosphate bath. Thus, by reducing the iron phosphate in the 
solution the corrosion resistance is improved. Also, due to the oxidants added to the 
phosphating solution, hard-to-attack metals can be covered and the phosphating process 
time is short (accelerated phosphating). 

Regarding the phosphating process time, there are many methods to accelerate the 
deposition of the phosphate layer, such as chemical, electrochemical and mechanical 
methods. 

The acceleration of phosphating by the chemical method is done by introducing in the 
phosphating solution some accelerating substances, such as oxidizing substances, reducing 
substances etc. These substances reduce the phosphating time by a few minutes, the most 
used being nitrates and chlorates. 

The electrochemical method of accelerating the phosphating process consists in placing the 
metal under the action of an alternating current. Compared to the layers obtained by the 
chemical method, they have high porosity, being used mainly to cover small parts. 

Acceleration of the phosphating process by the mechanical method consists in spraying 
under strong pressure the phosphating solution on the surface of the base material, which 
is generally applied to the large parts phosphating. 

Phosphating of parts is generally done at high temperatures (maximum 98 ºC) of the 
phosphating solution. However, to reduce the cost of the process, phosphating baths are 
also used at room temperature, the phosphate layers obtained being with finer granulation 
and lighter in colour, but with much lower corrosion resistance. 
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Stages of the phosphating process 

The main steps of the phosphating process are shown in Fig. 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. The steps of the phosphating process. 
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Regardless of the method used for deposition of the phosphate coating, the surface should 
be previously prepared material. The quality and uniformity of the phosphate layer depend 
on how the surface was cleaned before phosphating [7,10].  

The two steps used to prepare the surface for the deposition of the phosphate layer are 
degreasing and pickling. The chemical composition of degreasing and pickling solutions 
depends on the surface condition of the material [7,17]. 

After these two surface preparation steps, other intermediate steps can be added, among 
which: treating the parts in a soap and lye solution to increase the wetting capacity of the 
part surface with the phosphating solution, as well as immersing the parts in a hot water 
bath in order to bring the parts to a temperature close to that of the phosphating solution, 
thus avoiding a decrease in the phosphating rate (generally for normal phosphating). 

Also, after drying the parts, the phosphate layer can be treated by blackening, oiling or 
varnishing in order to improve the decorative appearance (blackening - by immersion, 
spraying or brushing) or to improve the corrosion or abrasion resistance of the phosphate 
layer.  

After drying, the parts are subjected to a technical control which consists in checking the 
external appearance, the phosphate layer must have a uniform colour, have no white spots 
(salts) or red spots (rust) on the surface and of course, on the surface of the piece so there 
are no areas in which the phosphate layer is missing. 

4.3. Oxidation 

When metals and alloys come into contact with various corrosive media, oxide layers form 
on their surface. They are uneven, with high porosity and do not adhere well enough to the 
surface of the material to protect it. Taking this aspect into account, a layer of artificial 
oxides is produced on the surface of the metal, which provides the necessary protection for 
the metal [9]. 

Artificial oxide layers can be obtained by several methods [9,18], in different media, such as: 

• formation of oxide layers in aqueous solutions: generally applies to the following 
metals: magnesium, aluminium, zinc, cadmium and iron), formed by immersion in 
an aqueous solution whose chemical composition differs depending on the nature 
of the metal subject to oxidation; 

• formation of oxide layers in the gas phase: the parts are heated in air or another 
gaseous environment, to increase the thickness of the layer already formed by 
oxides; 
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• formation of oxide layers by immersion in molten salts and metals: this process is 
applied to ferrous metals consisting in immersing the part in the melt for a few 
minutes at high temperatures, thus obtaining a black layer.  

To protect the metal, the artificial oxide layers must have the following properties: good 
adhesion; uniform structure; low porosity, uniform thickness and good wetting capacity for 
oils and varnishes. 

The main uses of oxidation are the protection of the metal against corrosion and their 
decoration (some oxide films may have different colours, for example, aluminium oxide 
layers are used in architecture and machine building or oxide layers obtained on steel are 
used in industry military, to weapons) [19]. 

4.3.1. Oxidation of ferrous metals (Blackening/Bluing) 

Blackening/Bluing is the obtaining of iron oxides layers that aim to protect the ferrous 
metal against corrosion, especially if the part is subsequently oiled. Oxidation of ferrous 
alloys can be done by several methods: 

a) Chemical blackening with alkalis 

By this method, the oxide layer is formed by immersing the ferrous metal in concentrated 
alkaline solutions (alkaline hydroxide + oxidant), at high temperatures [20]. 

The steps of this method are degreasing, pickling or sandblasting, browning, drying, hot 
oil lubrication and technical control. After each step, the parts are washed to remove any 
residue on the metal surface. 

If the oxide layer must be thicker, the blackening step can be performed by successively 
immersing the metal in two baths. Also, for the oxide layer formed on the surface to provide 
adequate protection against corrosion, in addition to browning, the phosphating of the part 
can be done [9]. 

b) Chemical blackening without alkalis 

The oxide layer is formed by immersing the part in solutions based on metal chlorides 
(ferric chloride, mercury chloride etc.). This time, the surface of the ferrous metal is greased 
with chloride-based solutions and left to act for a few hours. Subsequently, in order to 
obtain the necessary colour, the parts are brushed, and in order to obtain a corresponding 
corrosion resistance, the parts are greased with oil [9]. 

The steps of this method are preparation of the surface by mechanical operations 
(sandblasting, sanding, polishing), lubrication of parts with metal chloride solution, drying, 
brushing, again lubrication with metal chloride solution, brushing and hot oil treatment [21]. 
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c) Electrochemical blackening 

This method of forming the oxide layer on the surface of the metal using an electric current 
is used to obtain a high corrosion resistance. The protection layer is formed by immersing 
the metal in an alkaline solution, thus forming iron hydroxide which leads to the passivation 
of iron, slowing down the corrosion process. The anode is the metal immersed in the 
solution and the cathode is composed of coal, graphite and steel. Electrochemical browning 
is done in a short time and at a lower temperature compared to the others, but the biggest 
disadvantage of this method is the impossibility of browning parts with complicated 
configurations [9,22]. 

The oxide layer formed on the surface of the ferrous metal differs depending on the 
temperature at which the browning takes place and the chemical composition of the steel. 
For example, if the iron oxide is formed then the layer will have a red-brown colour, and 
if the ferrosoferric oxide is formed, then the colour will be black-bluish. Also, if the 
temperature at which the browning is performed will be low, the colour of the layer will be 
red, while at high temperature the colour of the layer will be blue. At the same time, for 
high silicon steels, the colour of the layer will be yellow-brown, and for alloy steels, the 
colour of the layer will be purple-red. In the case of cast irons, the colour of the layer will 
be golden-yellow to brown [22,23]. 

Browning is mainly used in the military industry in the manufacture of weapons, in the 
machine-building industry etc. 

4.3.2. Chromating 

Chromating is the process of forming protective layers of chromates on the surface of non-
ferrous materials (aluminium, cadmium, zinc, copper etc.) and their alloys [24]. 

The process consists in immersing the parts in baths based on chromic or bichromatic acid, 
in the presence of an acid (sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid etc.). The chromium layer is 
obtained by dissolving the metal which occurs simultaneously with the reduction of 
hexavalent chromium ions. The obtained layer consists of alkaline chromates, has no 
porosity, is glossy and has good properties of corrosion resistance in atmospheric 
conditions [25]. 

Depending on the base metal, the colour of the obtained layer differs, for example in the 
case of zinc chromating the surface will have a silver colour with shades of blue, and in the 
case of aluminium chromating the layer will have a silver colour [18,26]. 
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The properties of the chromate layer are gelatinous structure, good corrosion resistance in 
the atmosphere and relatively good in aggressive environments, low hardness, good 
electrical weldability etc. 

Due to the toxicity of the chromate layer, chromating is not used in the food industry but 
is used in the machine-building industry, in the agricultural industry (agricultural 
machinery), in the civil construction industry, in the military industry (weapons) etc. [27]. 

4.3.3. Oxidation of aluminium (anodizing) 

In the atmosphere, a thin oxide layer is naturally formed on the surface of aluminium, which 
offers good protection against corrosion. However, in order to improve the corrosion 
resistance, the aluminium oxide layer is hardened by chemical or electrochemical methods [9]. 

In the case of layers obtained by the electrochemical method, their properties are superior 
compared to those obtained by the chemical method. 

Anodizing is the process of forming and growing the aluminium oxide film, for protective-
decorative purposes [28,29]. 

The properties of aluminium oxide layers differ depending on the method of production 
used or the nature of the base material. These are: 

• high hardness (the highest hardness is the layers obtained on pure aluminium using 
the electrochemical method) 

• high adhesion (the layer is intimately bonded to the base material); 
• high-temperature resistance (400 ºc); 
• electrical insulation capacity; 
• great reflection; 
• heat emission capacity; 
• the deposited layers can be porous, thus having a high absorption capacity of 

different varnishes, lubricants etc.; 
• high corrosion resistance. 

The solutions used to obtain the layers of aluminium oxide are based on sulfuric acid, 
chromic acid, oxalic acid, boric acid etc. Electrochemical oxidation of aluminium and its 
alloys takes place by immersing the part in the anode bath, using direct or alternating 
current. Depending on the electrolyte used, the cathode can be made of lead (if the solution 
is based on sulfuric acid) and stainless steel or graphite (if the solution is based on chromic 
acid or oxalic acid). When the electric current passes through the solution, oxygen is 
released on the surface of the base metal, which reacts with the metal, forming a film of 
aluminium oxide [30,31]. 
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Simultaneously with the formation of the oxide, its partial dissolution in solution takes 
place. Following the dissolution reaction, pores appear in the oxide layer, thus being 
possible to continue the reaction between metal and oxygen, leading to the further 
formation of the oxide layer, thus obtaining layers with large thicknesses. 

Depending on the solution used and the chemical composition of the base metal, the 
properties and colour of the layer differ. For example, the layers of aluminium oxide 
obtained in sulfuric acid are colourless, and those that are obtained on alloys containing 
manganese, silicon, magnesium the layer will be grey or brown. 

Oxidation in oxalic acid is performed for protective purposes and to improve mechanical 
properties (especially wear resistance). 

Films obtained in an electrolyte based on chromic acid are thin, opaque, with low abrasion 
resistance, low porosity and good corrosion resistance. It is used to protect parts with a 
more complex configuration, as any electrolyte retention in the pores does not cause the 
corrosion of the base metal. 

Anodizing is used in many areas [9,32], such as: 

• in the food and consumer goods industry, for example, kitchen utensils, general-
purpose parts; 

• in architectures: architectural pieces or ornament pieces; 
• in the construction of machines: mechanically stressed parts; 
• in the manufacture of cellulose; 
• in the textile industry; 
• in the naval industry: naval equipment and components; 
• in the aerospace industry; 
• in the electrical and radio industry: material for reflectors of infrared heating 

installations; 
• in the optical industry. 

Although the chemical method is simpler and low cost, the electrochemical method is more 
often used due to the superior properties of the aluminium oxide layers obtained [33]. 

4.4. Enamelling 

Enamel is a non-metallic material with high resistance to aggressive environment, good 
adhesion, thermal stability and resistance to mechanical stress [2]. 

Enamelling the deposition of a layer of molten glass on the surface of the metallic material, 
which can be applied on cast iron, steel, non-ferrous metals and noble metals. 
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In this case, a glass mass is used by melting natural rocks (sand, clay) with fluxes (borax, 
fluoride) and metal oxides (copper, nickel, cobalt, chromium) which gives the ceramic 
material colour and adhesion to the base metal. The adhesion of enamel to the base material 
is given by the oxide content of its composition, usually using cobalt oxide [34]. 

The chemical composition of enamel differs depending on the nature and properties of the 
base material (coefficient of expansion). To obtain a coefficient of expansion 
approximately with that of the base material, quartz and feldspar are melted, being mixed 
with fluxes such as borax, cryolite, calcined soda, fluorine, lead oxide etc. [19]. 

The enamel layer is generally deposited by immersing it in a water bath in which the finely 
ground ingredients corresponding to the chemical composition of the enamel used are 
introduced [35]. Of course, as with other types of coatings, the surface of the metal must 
be prepared by degreasing, pickling, and subsequently, if necessary, the parts are immersed 
in a nickel-based solution to improve the adhesion and thermal behaviour of the deposited 
layer. Then the pieces are washed and dried. After applying the enamel layer, the parts are 
dried, then being heated for 1 ÷ 4 minutes at a temperature of about 815-870 ºC and cooled 
to ambient temperature [18,19]. 

Because after the first enamel coating, the sample has a dark colour due to the cobalt oxide 
content, another layer of enamel is applied which has the role of opening or changing the 
colour and providing additional protection. Therefore, the part is quenched with another 
solution that differs in terms of chemical composition depending on the properties to be 
obtained, then dried and heated for about 3 minutes and allowed to cool. 

Enamel coatings are mainly used in the aeronautic industry and the energy industry due to 
their refractory properties and resistance to thermal shock, but also the decorative industry, 
architecture etc. [34,36]. 

4.5. Introduction –organic protective layers 

The organic materials used are polymers, elastomers, bituminous masses and asphalt. Their 
application on the surface to be protected is done by films, linings, coatings and wrappings [2]. 

Coatings with organic materials are generally used to prevent corrosion of the material, 
which can be achieved by several methods, such as: by an inhibitory effect, by forming a 
protective barrier between the metal and the corrosive environment and by preventing the 
appearance of galvanic torques [37,38]. In addition, organic coatings can have a decorative 
or functional role, having several properties, such as the ability to reflect, different colours, 
non-slip, fireproof etc. 
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The main organic coatings are of the type of paints, varnishes and enamels. But this 
category also includes plastic powder coatings, elastomer foil coatings and bituminous 
coatings [19]. 

The organic coating is a complex process, which contains several stages including 
preparation of the base metal surface, preliminary treatment, application of the base 
coating, application of the intermediate coating and application of the final coating. 

The type and chemical composition of the organic coating differs depending on the type of 
base material and its use. For example, for the deposition of organic layers on the surface 
of tin-plated sheets, used in the food industry, it must be taken into account that the organic 
coating used must be compatible with the surface conditions imposed [39,40]. 

4.6. Painting or varnishing 

Varnishes and paints are solutions or suspensions which, when applied to any surface, form 
a thin film whose thickness is measured in microns. In order to obtain the desired 
properties, different types of paints are applied successively, thus constituting a painting 
system. Thus, a whole range of products can be used: primer, putty, paint, enamel and 
varnish [2,41]. 

Varnishes are solutions of cellulosic derivatives, natural or synthetic resins in volatile 
organic solvents. 

Paints are dispersed systems of pigments and fillers in various substances that form films, 
usually drying oils (linseed or tung oil) are used. 

Pigments are produced in a powdery state that does not dissolve in water, film-forming 
substance or solvents. They are added to the paint because they provide several properties, 
such as colour, corrosion resistance, abrasion resistance, fire resistance, opacity, increased 
durability, etc. To provide satisfactory corrosion resistance, lead minimum, zinc chromate 
and basic lead silico-chromate are generally used [19]. 

Drying oils are produced from the seeds of plants such as soybeans, flax, sunflower etc. 
Over time, attempts have been made to replace drying oil with various types of synthetic 
resins [18,19]. There are several types of resins used, such as: 

• Alkaline resins, which are used in the manufacture of maintenance paints and the 
final coatings of parts, due to their properties of resistance, gloss and colour 
preservation; 

• Phenolic resins, which are used to cover tin-plated sheets to ensure their corrosion 
resistance when immersed in water or an atmosphere with high humidity; 
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• Vinyl resins are used for protection against corrosion of parts that are found in 
environments with high humidity or in environments where various chemicals are 
present, being used in water-based paint; 

• Epoxy resins offer great protection against corrosion and are used in paints covering 
tanks for storing various chemicals or in tin-plated tin containers. 

• Acrylic resins are used in varnishes and heat-reactive coatings for cars, appliances, 
etc., due to their transparent colour and high strength properties. 

Coating with paint or varnish layers 

a) Preparation of surfaces for painting or varnishing 

Since the adhesion between the coating and the metal is an important point in any painting 
system, the preparation of the sample surface plays an important role in the coating process. 
Taking into account the stages that the material goes through to obtain the finished part and 
the way of storing them, on its surfaces there are fats, foreign bodies, oxides, etc. Thus, 
surface cleaning can be done by mechanical, manual and mechanized processes, by 
degreasing and pickling [9,42,43].  

The mechanical, manual and mechanized processes by which the cleaning is done are: 

• cleaning with hand tools: it is used to remove weakly adhering oxides and impurities 
with the help of wire brushes, abrasive cloths, trowels etc.; 

• cleaning with mechanized tools: electric or pneumatic machines are used to which 
wire brushes, cloths or abrasive discs are attached; 

• vibration cleaning: there is a chipping and a hardening of the surface; 
• blasting: use sand or cast iron sand to remove dirt, rust, impurities etc.; 
• cleaning with organic solvents: it is used to remove grease; 
• steam cleaning: specialized equipment is used or with manual spray aggregates, to 

obtain a stronger cleaning effect, alkaline chemicals are added in the superheated 
water; 

• flame cleaning: it is used to remove thick oxide stains and old paints; 
• alkaline degreasing or cleaning with alkaline substances: performs the chemical 

transformation of substances on the surface of the material (eg grease); 
• acid pickling: used to remove oxides from the metal surface, using sulfuric acid or 

hydrochloric acid. 

b) Painting or varnishing 

Depending on the material, the configuration and the dimensions of the piece to be painted, 
it is chosen by which method the paint or varnish layer will be deposited [44]. These 
methods are: 
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• brush coating: it is generally made for decorative protective coating; 
• spray coating: approximately 80% of the parts in the transport industry are painted 

using the spray gun; 
• immersion coating: it is used for parts with a complex configuration, these being 

immersed in a bath based on primer or paint. 
• coating by electrophoresis: it is done by unloading on metal support the ionized 

films that are in the colloidal suspension, in water. Thus, it is formed with a 
continuous layer whose thickness depends on the quality of the paint and the 
electrolytic conditions. 

c) Drying the paint or varnish layers 

Drying is the last operation of the coating process with paint or varnish, being necessary to 
be carried out as soon as possible after application [18]. It can be done in three ways: 

• convection drying: it is the most used drying method, using hot air. The equipment 
used must allow the drying temperature to be adjusted according to the material. 

• radiation drying: energy sources such as methane gas or electricity are used to heat 
radiant surfaces. 

• combined heating drying: used in the machine-building industry with the help of 
radiation-convection heating dryers (eg double-radiant ovens heated by flue gases 
and forced air recirculation. 

4.7. Bituminous coatings 

These types of coatings use bituminous resins, such as coal tar, synthetic or natural asphalt. 
These resins are in the form of high viscosity solutions and are applied in thin layers, 
resulting in thick films due to the introduction of fillers or in the form of hot melts, which 
are called enamels. Bituminous resins behave well in subterranean conditions and in 
contract with water, however, their durability in conditions of exposure to sunlight is 
reduced [2]. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Advanced Methods for Deposition of  
Protective Thin Layers 

5.1 Introduction 

Thin layers are obtained by condensing the coating material and depositing it on the surface 
of the base material (of any nature) in the form of atomic or molecular particles. Thus, the 
coating material initially undergoes a phase transformation to the state of gas or vapour. 
When choosing the material for deposition, the density, hardness, modulus of elasticity, 
coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, melting temperature and working 
temperature must be known [1]. It is also important to know the nature of the chemical 
bond (metallic, covalent or ionic), the tendency to interact with other materials, chemical 
stability etc. 

The methods and procedures for deposition of thin layers have been continuously improved 
and diversified, expanding their area of application in new areas of interest. There are two 
types of methods used to obtain thin layers: chemical methods and physical methods [2]. 
The classification of the main processes for deposition of thin layers are presented in Fig. 
5.1. Thus, among the most important deposition procedures of thin layers are: 

• CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) process, which takes place at high and moderate 
temperatures or assisted by the plasma; 

• PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) process, which takes place by thermal 
evaporation, cathodic spraying or ion plating. 

The choice of a certain method depends on the requirements for the properties of the thin 
layer, the maximum temperature that the substrate can withstand, the compatibility of the 
process with the processes applied to the substrate before and after deposition, production 
costs, efficiency and large scale manufacturing [3]. 

5.2 PVD method 

The layers deposited by the PVD process are obtained by condensing gaseous fluxes of 
atoms or molecules on the metal surface. PVD is a process of depositing a thin layer, in the 
gas phase, in which the source of the material is physically transformed in a vacuum, from 
a substrate without any chemical reaction involved [4]. 
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Figure 5.1. Classification of the methods used for thin films deposition.  
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PVD deposition methods can be classified according to the formation of primary vapours 
in two categories: vaporization processes (thermal) and spray processes (kinetic) [3]. The 
layers obtained by this process have a thickness between 1 ÷ 10 µm. 

The deposition material may be in the solid or liquid state, so the passage of the vapour 
source atoms is done by physical mechanisms, i.e. by spraying, particle beam or 
evaporation. 

Compared to other deposition methods, the PVD method has a multitude of advantages 
[5,6], such as: 

• Allows precise control of the chemical composition and microstructure of the 
deposited layer; 

• Layers of various materials can be deposited on any type of substrate that retains its 
properties at deposition temperatures; 

• It is possible to obtain multilayer coatings with special properties of optical, 
magnetic, electronic, thermal etc.; 

• The surface of the substrate is very little affected; 
• Small loss of coating material; 
• Higher corrosion resistance and high hardness compared to layers deposited by 

electroplating; 
• Can be used for cutting very hard materials. 

Although the method has many advantages, there are still some disadvantages [4,7] such as: 

• Lack of ability to perform on-site cleaning on the substrate surface; 
• The coverage step is difficult to correct; 
• The need for high protection of staff, from the point of view of OSH; 
• Cooling system required; 
• High cost. 

The main parameters to be considered when depositing through PVD are process 
temperature, pressure, particle energy and layer deposition speed. 

Starting from the state of aggregation of the coating material and from the physical 
processes of generation, transport and nucleation of the deposition, the physical methods 
of deposition of thin layers in a vacuum can be classified into three basic types (thermal 
evaporation, spraying and ionic plating), from which derive a multitude of deposition 
methods [8]. When choosing a deposition method, eg PVD must take into account: the 
nature and properties of the coating material, the deposition rate, the adhesion of the layer 
to the base material, the properties that the deposited layer must-have, the thickness of the 
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layer, the accuracy of deposition, the temperature of deposition, nature and properties of 
the base material, technological cost etc. 

The applications of thin layers deposited in a vacuum can be systematized and presented 
synthetically based on the physico-chemical properties of the deposited films. Thus, 
through the three basic methods (thermal evaporation, cathodic spraying and ion plating), 
layers with various properties can be deposited on different materials (glass, plastics, 
ceramics or metals). The main applications of the layers deposited by the PVD method are 
presented in Table 5.1. [9–35]. 

Table 5.1. Applications of the layers deposited by the PVD method. 
Layer type/ 
Properties 

The main coating materials 
used 

Applications 

Conductive 
layers 

Au, Ag, Pt, Ti, Cr, Cu, Cr/Cu/Au, 
Ti/Au, NiCr/Cu/Pd, Ti/Cu/Al 

Contacts for integrated circuits 

Al or Zn deposited polypropylene 
film and paper capacitor 
SiO/Ta2O3, ZrO2/Y2O3 

Capacitors 

Au-Ta2O5, CrSiO, Au/Si Cermet resistors 

Resistive layers 

NiCr, CrCo  High thermal stability resistors 
ITO, In2O3 Transparent heaters 

AlSi0.5...2 AlCu4Si, TiN, W Diffusion barriers 
ZrO3; ZrO2/N2O3; Ta2O5; 

SIO/Ta2O3  
Capacitors 

Decorative 
layers 

Al - bright silver colour; Al + 
coloured varnishes - any colour; 
TiNx, ZrN, HfNx, TaC - yellow 
tones (gold to reddish and brown) 
TiCx, HfCx, ZrCx, TaN - black 
tones (black-grey) 
CrN, Ta2O5, Mo2C - white 
NB - dark blue, bright reddish 
SiO2 - transparent - white. 

Decorative coating with Al and 
coloured varnishes or SiO2 for glass 
globes, ornaments, furniture, 
refrigerators etc. 
Decorative coating with TiN or Cu of 
flat glass, for making decorative 
mirrors 
Decorative coating with TiN (as a 
substitute for Au) for cases and 
bracelets of watches, cutlery, jewellery 
etc. 

Magnetic layers 
FeCr, Cr2O3 etc. Magnetic discs - magnetic audio and 

videotapes 
NiFe, NiB, Gd-Co etc. Magnetic heads 

Semiconductor 
layers 

InP - diodes, AlN and InSb - 
transistors in planar technology; 
TiSi2 and WSi2 - transistors in 

MOS technology 

Optical components for electronics 
and optoelectronics 

GaP, ZnSMn, I2O3, SnO2 LED 
Superconducting 

layers 
Nb etc. Josephson junction 
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Optical layers ordinary mirrors - Al, laser 
mirrors - Au, Ag, Al 

Reflective films 

Anticorrosive 
layers 

Al, Cu, Cu-Zn, Al-Zn,  
10TiNiCr180 etc. 

Anticorrosive coating of steel parts 
and semi-finished products for 
ambient and normal temperature 

10 TiNi-Cr180, TiN etc. Anticorrosive coating of steel sheet, 
for the food industry 

FeCrAlY, FeCrAl, CoCrAlY, 
NiCrAlTi 

Anticorrosive and antioxidant coating, 
coating of turbine blades 

Hard layers 

Hard materials: TiB, TiC, TiN, 
ZrC, VC, TiAlN, TiNC etc.  

Hardening of cutting tools (drills, 
taps, cutters, cutting plates, lathe 
knives etc.) 

Hard covalent material: B4C, C, 
SiC –, SiB6, Si3N4, AlN etc. 

hard ionic (ceramic) materials: 
Al2O3, TiO3, ZrO2, MgO etc 

TiN, TiC, TiAlN etc. 

Hardening of pull-out mandrels and 
dies, cutting and stamping punches, 
raceways for bearings, high-wear 
machine parts (valves, cleats, 
camshafts, segments, pivots, pump 
bodies etc.) 

Lubricating 
layers 

Ag, Au, MoS2, PTFE, TiNx, TiCx, 
TiNxCy, TiAlN, i-C, etc. 

Hardening and reduction of the 
coefficient of friction for the running 
paths of the bearings, of the parts and 
of the machine parts that constitute 
friction couplings. 

 

In addition to the areas presented in Table 5.1, the deposition of thin layers continuously 
increases its area of use, both in research works and in industrial applications, by replacing, 
in many cases, the inefficient and polluting classical methods of coating, or by creating of 
new applications. Thus, the thin layers of carbides and nitrides of transition metals 
characterized by high microhardness, with extremely low coefficient of friction and high 
melting point, can only be obtained by physico-chemical processes of vacuum deposition. 
The thin layers obtained by such vacuum deposition processes have extremely high 
adhesion to the substrate, comparable in size to the adhesion of a weld. The use of vacuum, 
as a medium for the deposition process, ensures that the deposited films, in addition to 
good adhesion, have a low impurity and an extremely low porosity and a reproducible 
composition, which gives the thin layers deposited in vacuum very good anti-corrosive 
properties. In addition, the methods of deposition of thin layers in a vacuum, offering the 
practical possibility of deposition of all metallic and non-metallic materials, in extremely 
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varied combinations, thus obtaining anticorrosive films for all chemically aggressive 
environments, thus reducing the destruction and enormous losses of metals by corrosion. 

Deposits of thin layers that use vacuum as a medium for the deposition process widen and 
continuously diversify their area of use. Among the new areas of use, anti-corrosion, 
lubricating and surface hardening deposits occupy a leading place. 

5.2.1. Deposition of layers by thermal evaporation 

Thermal evaporation deposition consists of vacuum heating of the coating material to a 
temperature higher than the melting temperature, followed by a condensation of the 
substrate vapours. By this method, thin layers are obtained, from simple substances, with 
a composition similar to that of the deposited layer. The particle energy of the vaporized 
material is small, about 0.1 ÷ 0.3 eV [4]. 

As can be seen in Figs. 5.2, the deposition material is placed in the heating source and is 
transformed into vapours by heating it by Joule-Lenz effect. The basic principle of the 
process is the vaporization of the coating material and the formation of chemical reactions 
between the two materials. 

Given that the area where the deposition takes place is vacuumed, there is a multitude of 
benefits, such as: lowering the vaporization temperature, removing impurities from the 
microcracks and pores of the substrate surface and facilitating the deposition on the 
substrate surface. 

Although this method can be obtained layers with small thickness and the adhesion 
between the base material and the deposited layer is small, this method is the most used for 
functional and decorative coatings due to its simplicity and efficiency. 

The quality of the deposit (its structure and porosity) depends very much on the flatness 
and roughness of the base material surface. Thus, if a thin layer is desired which has a 
metallic luster or is smooth, the surface of the base metal must be as rough as possible. 
Also, the temperature of the base metal greatly influences the structure of the layer 
(crystalline or amorphous) and the adhesion of the layer to the base material [37,38]. 

As in the case of other deposits, for the deposited layer to adhere as well as possible to the 
surface of the base metal, its surface must be prepared. Thus, it is envisaged to remove 
organic (fats) and inorganic (oxides) impurities from the surface of the base metal, as well 
as its activation. 

Therefore, the preparation of the base metal surface is done in two stages. The first stage can be 
achieved by: degreasing or ultrasonic cleaning, reducing roughness and activating the surface 
by mechanical operations (sanding, sandblasting etc.). And the second stage is performed in the 
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deposition chamber by cleaning and activation by bombardment with the electron beam and 
plasma ion of the luminescent discharge, electron beam generated by the electron cannon; 
neutral ions or atoms generated by a generator of neutral ions or atoms [36,38]. 

 
Figure 5.1. The thermal evaporation deposition method [36]. 

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the thermal evaporation deposition method 
[37–39] are listed in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. Advantages and disadvantages of the thermal evaporation deposition method. 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Versatile method Layers with high porosity 
High deposition rates at low temperatures of 
the base material 

Maximum evaporation temperature ≈2000ºC 

Very high efficiency of use of the coating 
material 

Possibility of decomposition of materials during 
evaporation 

Stable mono/multilayer structures with 
uniform thickness can be obtained. 

Inhomogeneities may occur in the chemical 
composition or layer structure (due to fluctuations 
in technological parameters) 

Good adhesion of the layer to the base 
material 
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5.2.2. Cathodic spray deposition 

Spraying processes offer many advantages compared to other PVD or CVD processes, such 
as: improving the uniformity of thin layers, deposition of refractory materials, deposition 
of insulating films, very small targets, fine deposits, without microparticles as in the case 
of arc deposits [4,8]. 

Cathodic spraying consists in removing atoms from the surface of a plate from the 
deposition material fixed on the cathode of a continuous current source, as a result of its 
bombardment with positive argon ions accelerated in the electric field formed between the 
two electrodes (Fig. 5.2). The acceleration and increase of the energy of the positive ions 
are achieved, in this case, by polarizing the target to a negative potential of up to 5kV. The 
exploded atoms condense on the surface of the base material forming the coating [40,41]. 

For the deposition of chemical compounds (oxides, carbides etc.) it is introduced into the 
working chamber, together with the inert gas and reactive gas (nitrogen, metal gas, oxygen, 
etc.) which react with the target sprayed material to form on the surface of the substrate the 
respective compounds. 

The parameters to be taken into account when cathodic spray deposition are: anode-cathode 
voltage, magnetic field induction, working pressure and current density in the discharge, 
respectively the average power dissipated in the discharge [42,43]. 

 
Figure 5.2. Cathodic spray deposition [42]. 
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The deposition rate of the layer differs depending on the working pressure. Thus, at 
pressures lower than 0.1 Pa and higher than 50 Pa the deposition speed is very low. It is 
also influenced by the density of the discharge current in direct proportion to its square and 
inversely proportional to the plate-substrate distance, which is about the centimetres. 

Although the process of deposition of layers by spraying is simple and allows the 
deposition of several types of materials, it also has certain disadvantages related to the 
conditioning of the type of material (electroconductive materials - in the case of direct 
current spraying), the deposition rate (generally low) and low energy efficiency. To be able 
to be used for deposition and dielectric materials, the spray method in alternating current 
with radio frequency will be used. 

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the cathodic spray deposition method 
[2,4,41] are shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. Advantages and disadvantages of the cathodic spray deposition method. 

Advantages 
The process used for the deposition of magnetic layers, the production of cryogenic films, the 
deposition of hard fusible materials 
Can be deposited different types of alloys and compounds 

The thickness uniformity of the deposited layer is very good, due to the plane-parallel geometry 

Covering substrates with irregularities, especially if they are polarized with negative potential 
(from -10 V to -100 V) 
High adhesion of the deposited layer, due to the cleaning of the substrates by ion bombardment 

Disadvantages 

Low deposition rate in conditions of a high voltage (over ~ 1000 V), respectively at high 
pressures (over ~ 1 Pa) of the discharge gas atmosphere 
Expensive equipment/installations 

Deposit material is available in the form of tiles. 

5.2.3. Deposition of layers by ion plating 

Among the three methods of deposition of thin layers by PVD, for obtaining coatings with 
special mechanical properties, ionic plating is mainly used, as it has a high degree of 
energetic activation of the substrate, which ensures a special adhesion to the films and a 
dense structure with very small grains [44]. 

The process consists in ionically bombarding the surface of the base metal both before 
deposition, for its cleaning by cathodic spray and its uniform heating to the deposition 
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temperature, both phenomena having an effect on the increase of adhesion. Ionic 
bombardment during the deposition of the layer has the following effects [45]: 

• Spraying weakly bonded atoms, gases and impurities; 
• Favouring secondary nucleation; 
• Increasing the mobility of condensed atoms; 
• Activation of chemical reactions at the surface. 

These effects produce important changes in the properties of the layers deposited by ion 
plating, compared to those obtained by thermal evaporation or spraying. Thus, the 
deposited layers have a finer structure, reduced porosity, high density and better adhesion 
to the substrate [46,47]. 

In general, for ion plating, in addition to the process with cathodic magnetron spraying, the 
electric arc evaporation deposition process is used for layer deposition (Fig. 5.3). It can be 
seen that the atoms of the deposition material, obtained thermally by heating, pass through 
the electric arc resulting from the discharge in argon, which takes place between the lateral 
electrodes. Thus, they ionize and condense on the surface of the base metal. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Arc ion plating deposition [48]. 
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Ion bombardment has a complex influence on the properties of the deposited layers 
(structure, composition, compactness, etc.) by the average energy of the ions at the time of 
impact, by the ratio between the number of ions and neutral atoms reaching the surface of 
the substrate per unit time and by the angle under which the flow of ions bombards the 
substrate [44,46]. 

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the ion plating method [44,45] are shown in 
Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4. Advantages and disadvantages of ion plating method. 

Advantages 
High deposition speeds 

The vaporized material is ionized in a proportion of 30-90% 

Dense, uniform layers with good adhesion and high resistance to wear and corrosion are 
obtained 
Very good quality of single / multilayer structures can be obtained at relatively low processing 
temperatures (<100ºC) 
Several metal compositions can evaporate without changing the composition of the remaining 
solid target 
Cathodes can be placed in any position (horizontal, vertical, upside down), which makes 
possible a flexible design of the deposition installation 

Disadvantages 

A limited number of target materials can be used (oxide-free metals only, which do not have too 
low an evaporation temperature) 
Due to the high current densities, a certain amount of the target material is ejected as small liquid 
drops. 

5.3. CVD method 

The chemical methods used for the deposition of thin layers of protection are based on 
different chemical processes, such as chemical reactions, atomic diffusion and chemical 
coatings. The CVD method is a chemical process that consists in passing over the surface 
of the base metal, heated in a sealed chamber (up to the vaporization temperature), a 
mixture of active gases that contains chemical elements of the layer in the form of volatile 
compounds. The layer deposited on the surface of the base material is formed as a result of 
complex chemical reactions that take place between the target, the gases in the mixture and 
the metal surface of the base material [4,8]. 

Almost any type of material can be deposited through CVD, but most of the time high 
temperatures and sometimes toxic gases are required, which are then difficult to remove. 
The conditions required for the coating are that its structure does not change irreversibly at 
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the deposition temperature, has sufficient corrosion resistance to the gases used in the 
process and is compatible with the material of the coating [49]. 

In order for the layer to be deposited by the CVD method, the base metal must comply with 
the following conditions [49,50]:  

• For the adhesion between the layer and the substrate to be as good as possible, the 
surface of the material must be smooth and clean; 

• For the best possible corrosion resistance, the structure of the base material must 
not change at the temperature at which the deposition process takes place; 

• It must be controllable with the deposited layer (eg approximately equal coefficients 
of expansion). 

The main advantage of the CVD method is the possibility to cover parts with complex 
geometry. However, by this method, refractory ceramic layers and heavier metal layers of 
metals with low melting temperatures are deposited. However, the biggest disadvantage of 
this type of coating is the dangers caused by gases (toxic, explosive, corrosive etc.) [50,51]. 

Of all the CVD processes, the Plasma enhanced process has the most widespread use. In 
this process, the reaction activation energy is given by the thermal component and the 
plasma of the luminescent discharge in direct current or radiofrequency current. 

The layers deposited by the CVD method can be: 

• Made of metals and metal alloys; 
• Of intermetallic compounds: carbides, oxides, phosphides, silicides, nitrides etc .; 
• Made of extra hard materials: diamond type carbon, boron nitride etc. 

Depending on the type of CVD process and the parameters used during the deposition process, 
different types of layers can be obtained, such as amorphous layers, layers with caps, layers 
with faceted structure, layers with columnar structure and monolithic layers [4]. 

Depending on the type of material deposited, the layers have the following properties: 
hardness (TiC, etc.), adhesive wear resistance (TiN, TiC, etc.), high durability (TiC / 
Al2O3), oxidation resistance (chromium carbide, etc.) etc. 

The CVD layer deposition method is used in many fields, such as the medical industry, 
optical industry, aerospace industry, microelectronics, mechanical processing and plastic 
deformation processing, electrical industry, machine-building industry, etc. Some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the CVD [49,50] method are shown in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5. Advantages and disadvantages of the CVD method. 

Advantages 
High wear resistance 

It does not require vacuum or unusual levels of electricity 

Selective deposition of layers 

It is not needed to rotate the substrate (the part) 

Suitable for parts with complex configurations 

Disadvantages 

The reactants or gases of the product are usually toxic, flammable, corrosive substances - 
ecologically and OSH problematic 
High processing temperature 

The thickness of the deposited layer is not uniform 

 

5.4 Deposition of anticorrosive thin layers 

The anti-corrosion protection of low-alloy steel by thin-film deposition in a vacuum, for 
many practical applications, has already passed from the stage of laboratory research to 
that of widespread industrial use. If the first industrial applications were based on one-
component metal coatings (Al, Zn, Cd, Ti etc.), now coatings with multiple metal layers 
and especially with complex compounds, made of stainless steels or metals or non-metals 
(nitrides, carbides) are being expanded, silicones etc.). An eloquent example of the 
industrial application of vacuum thin-film deposits is the anticorrosive protection of steel 
sheets with one-component metal films (Al, Ti, Cu, Sn, Ni), metal alloy films (Ti, stainless 
steel etc.) by electron beam evaporation [11,12,17].  

In addition to these industrial uses of vacuum-corroded anticorrosive films, the results of 
studies and research on new anticorrosive films and their applications are increasingly 
published in the technical literature. 

Next, some of the results of the corrosion studies on some representative films, deposited 
in vacuum by magnetron spray, thermal evaporation or ion plating, will be summarized. 
High adhesion of deposits is obtained only at high substrate temperatures (generally above 
300 °C ... 400 °C). To improve adhesion, the substrate is cleaned and activated by ion 
bombardment. Depending on the influence of luminescent discharge on adhesion to the 
metal substrate, the metals were divided into three groups [52–56]. 
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The first group includes metals (Ca, Mg, Hf, Al, Zr, Ti, Si, Ta, Nb, Cr, V, In, Fe, Mo, Ge) 
for which the luminescent discharge brings significant increases in adhesion. 

The second group includes mâetals (Mn, Cd, Ni, Co, Pr, Cu) for which their adhesion 
increases, but not significantly, due to the use of luminescent discharge. 

The third group includes metals (Zn, Sn, Sb, Bi, Te, Pt, Au, Ag), for which the adhesion 
does not change due to luminescent discharge. 

To improve the adhesion of Zn or Cd deposits on steel, the deposition of an intermediate 
layer of Sn or Pb can be used, which ensures good adhesion to the substrate. 

5.5 Deposition of hard, lubricating and wear-resistant thin layers 

The deposition of hard, lubricating and wear-resistant thin layers by physical processes is 
a modern technology with an extremely high economic efficiency [57–59]. It is used to: 

• cutting tools coating (drills, cutters, lathe knives, cutting plates etc.); 
• mandrels and moulds coating;  
• car parts coating (cleats, valves, camshafts, segments, pivots etc.). 

Today, a multitude of hard materials are known, but for a correct choice, several aspects 
must be taken into account. This is not easy, as the requirements for the substrate and the 
films are often very complex and sometimes antagonistic. For example, high adhesion to 
the substrate, lack of interaction of the film with the substrate, high hardness and strength 
of the film, are properties that can not be achieved simultaneously [16,31]. The criteria for 
selecting materials for wear-resistant coatings must take into account the following 
essential aspects: 

• adhesion and interaction (reaction) of the substrate with the film take place at the 
film-substrate interface; 

• the composition and microstructure of the film, influences the microhardness, the 
residual internal stresses, the resistance, the thermal stability of the film etc.; 

• behaviour towards the environment or the part in contact is determined by the outer 
surface of the deposited film; 

Hard, wear-resistant materials can be classified into three categories, depending on the 
nature of their chemical bond, namely: hard ceramic materials such as boron, carbide and 
metal nitride, covalent hard materials, including borons, carbides and nitrides of Al, Si and 
B, as well as diamond-type carbon and hard ceramic (ionic) materials, which include oxides 
of Al, Zr, Ti and Be [17,29,31,32].  
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5.6 Decorative thin film deposition 

The deposition of thin layers in a vacuum with a decorative role, by physical and physico-
chemical methods, are today widely used in the consumer goods industry with significant 
economic effects [15,16]. 

The first applications of thin layers deposited in vacuum to make decorative coatings, used 
the vacuum aluminization of plastic objects and parts and their subsequent coating with 
variously coloured or colourless varnishes, to ensure a more aesthetic appearance of the 
product [60]. This technology is used in the consumer goods industry, for making toys, 
jewellery, ornaments, ornaments, paper and metallic plastic foils, packaging etc. 

Subsequently, the use of metal materials other than aluminium began to be used to make 
decorative coatings [61]. Due to a limited range of colours offered by simple metallic 
materials, the use of transition metal compounds (nitrides, carbides and oxides) has been 
used, which allow the production of variously coloured and highly ethical films [53,60]. 
For decorative coatings are used: 

• titanium, zirconium or hafnium nitride, which provides colours from bright yellow 
to gold, reddish-brown, to brown to black, depending on the nitrogen content; 

• titanium, zirconium or hafnium carbide, which provides colours from glossy grey 
to black depending on the carbon content; 

• titanium oxide, zirconium or hafnium, which provides colours from azure to rose 
pink, depending on the oxygen content. 
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